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Exhortations, Lessons, and Thanks

Roland Zimmermann ’66
Alumni Association President

As I look back over this past year, I’d like to thank all 
our new, renewing, and perpetual members. The  

Alumni Association is able to fulfill its two missions—to 
our colleagues (past and future) and to our school—only 
because of member contributions. I know from personal 
experience how easy it is to postpone becoming a perpetual 
member; I dragged my own feet for years. But it’s a great 
feeling to step up to the plate and assume your duty!

The date for this year’s APC, March 6-9, is fast 
approaching, and I urge all of you reading this column 
to register now at our website (www.llusmaa.org). When 
you arrive at the Centennial Complex your packet will be 
ready and you can head straight to the opening session. 

APC not only provides a great opportunity to receive 
the continuing medical education credits (at a reasonable 
rate) we need to maintain our licenses, but also spiritual 
renewal and reinforcement of our unique commitment to 
the work of the Great Physician. Returning alumni meet 
old friends and professors, new faculty and students, 
hospital trainees; and learn about changes taking place 
in the whole university. Attendees can tour the campus 
(including the anatomy Simulation Center), chat with 
specialty colleagues, and meet and talk with university 
leaders like Dean H. Roger Hadley ’74 and President 
Richard H. Hart ’70. And then, of course, there’s the joy of 
class reunions! (A preview of APC 2015 is on pages 22-25.)

Attendance at APC also helps us fund programs that 
serve our medical students—many of whom are the 
children and grandchildren of alumni. The Association 
sponsors several programs that help mitigate stresses of 
medical education. At orientation we welcome Freshmen 
with a picnic; at the Junior Match Symposium for third 
year students, they get tips about applying to residency; 
each Senior gets two free tickets to the APC Gala where 
they are honored. For all students throughout the 
year, we provide food during exam weeks and a (very 
popular) lending library at the Alumni office, and show 
the Warren Miller Ski Film every November. Perhaps 

our most important program helps defray costs for 
first- and fourth-year students who travel overseas to do 
mission work—students like Brad Cacho ’14 and Traci 
Bailey ’14 who share their stories on pages 29 and 30 
of this issue. Mission activities, here and abroad, define 
our school; this is the reason the College of Medical 
Evangelists was founded in 1905; this is the reason it 
continues to exist. 

Finally, I want to share something personal. I’ve been 
a hospital patient myself for almost a year now and this 
has illuminated, for me, the other side of the bed. I am 
reminded once more how important it is that we express 
empathy to every patient. There is nothing like being sick 
yourself to make a physician understand how desperately 
a patient needs a doctor’s attention and love. When you 
find yourself in the bed instead of beside it, as I have 
the past months, you will realize how comforting it is to 
know that those caring for you also care about you.

Finally, I’d like to thank our president-
elect, P. Basil Vassantachart ’79-B, for 
taking over many of my duties while I 
have been incapacitated. His help has 
been invaluable. In the next Alumni 
Journal you receive, it will be his words 
you read here. I also want to thank 
our former executive director, 
Dennis E. Park ‘07-hon, for 
coming out of retirement to hold 
the fort through APC and for the 
next several months as we look 
for a new permanent director. 
His ability and dedication to 
the Alumni Association are 
undiminished! 

I wish you all 
a spiritually 
prosperous and 
happy 2015. 

Please complete the form using a blue/black pen, or you may vote online by visiting: 

www.llusmaa.org/aaelection2015
Your vote is greatly appreciated.

Full Name: _________________________________________ Class: _______________ Email: _____________________________
Address: ___________________________________________ State: _______________ Zip Code: _________________________

Alumni Association Annual and Perpetual Members: Do you approve of the appointment 
of the following persons to the Alumni Association Board of Directors? 

Yes No Abstain   Yes No Abstain

 An-Pang Chieng ’88 Daniel Choo ’90

 Kathleen Clem ’89 Jesse Dovich ’03    

 Jenny Jaque ’04 Takkin Lo ’86  

 David Maxwell ’05 Adwoa OpokuBoateng ’05 

 Elwyn Rexinger ’68 (Reappointment)  Charles Sims ’60 (Reappointment) 

 David Small ’62 (Reappointment)   

Alumni Association Perpetual Members: Who of the following do you wish to nominate as an
Alumni Association Holding Fund Board member? (Please check only one box.)

  Paul Aka ’86     David Gentry ’03-aff

Do you know any LLUSM alumni that you believe would be interested in serving on either the Alumni 
Association Board of Directors or the Holding Fund Board of Directors in the future? 

Name 1: ___________________________________________  Please circle one:       Board of Directors       Holding Fund Board 

Name 2:  ___________________________________________  Please circle one:       Board of Directors       Holding Fund Board

Thank you for your participation!

2015 ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS

✄
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U
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Please send completed form to: 
11245 Anderson Street, Ste. 200 

Loma Linda, CA 92354

boardofdirectorsballot.indd   1 1/26/15   10:08 AM
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Your Alumni Association Office Staff

We want to introduce you to our current office team! Since the staff group photo printed in our May-August 2014 
issue, we’ve had some changes. Below, we’ve included our studio headshots (thank you, Calvin) and a brief look 

at what our jobs are like. If you’re interested in getting to know each of us better, you can find some extra information 
in the bios on our website. (Or just come by and say hello!) We’re all working hard right now on preparations for APC 
and hope to see you there! The Alumni Association Board of Directors is in the process of forming a search committee 
to select an executive director.

Executive Director
Oversees all areas of Alumni 
Association business 
including alumni relations, 
human resources, financial 
management, boards and 
committees, etc.

Sue Kunz 
Business Manager and 
Bookkeeper
Since March 2014
Keeps accurate financial 
records, oversees daily 
business operational details, 
maintains the budget, informs 
the Board of Directors

Veronica Martinez
Office Assistant
Since September 2013
Assists with various office 
projects, helps manage the 
lending library and prepare 
for meetings and events

Ath “AT” Tuot
Records and Special 
Projects Coordinator
Since “a long time ago”
Manages alumni records, 
produces the Alumni 
Directory, manages APC CME 
registration, maintains the 
alumni center

Carolyn Weider
Student Affairs and 
Events Coordinator
Since “a little while back”
Has coordinated APC since 
1983 and now trains Arminé, 
plans special events for the 
students, handles mission 
trip assistance, etc. 

Arminé Borquez
APC Coordinator and 
Executive Assistant to 
the Executive Director
Since November 2014
Assists the executive 
director and coordinates the 
organization of APC and other 
Alumni Association events

Calvin Chuang
Media Producer and 
Graphic Designer
Since February 2014
Produces video, does 
graphic and web design, 
maintains websites, shoots 
photography

Chris Clouzet
Assistant Editor and  
Staff Writer
Since May 2014
Helps produce the Alumni 
Journal, writes and edits 
office materials, helps with 
photography, maintains 
social media

GALA DINNER  
Monday, March 9 (7:00 p.m.) 
Riverside Convention Center (New Venue) 
Featuring: Singer/Songwriter/Speaker Barbara McAfee

Register for APC online beginning December 1 at: 
www.llusmaa.org/apc

APC 2015
83RD ANNUAL POSTGRADUATE CONVENTION - MARCH 6-9

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM  
Friday, March 6 Ethics & Innovations in Medicine 
Sunday, March 8 The Practice of Medicine in the  
  Year 2015 and More 
Monday, March 9 Physician Vitality Conference 
  Keynote  Speaker & Book Signing:    
  Danielle Ofri, MD, PhD 
Dr. Ofri is an attending physician at Bellevue Hospital and as-
sociate professor of medicine at New York University School of 
Medicine. She is the author of What Doctors Feel: How Emotions 
Affect the Practice of Medicine as well as other acclaimed books on 
physician experience in medicine and patient care. She gave the 
opening session of TEDMED 2014 talks at the Kennedy Center, 
and is co-founder and Editor-in-Chief of the Bellevue Literary Re-
view. She writes regularly for the New York Times about medicine 
and the doctor-patient relationship.

FRIDAY NIGHT VESPERS  
Friday, March 6 (7:00 p.m.) 
Loma Linda University Church 
Speaker: Karl Haffner, Senior Pastor, Kettering SDA Church 
Dr. Haffner is a mission strategist for Kettering Health Network. 
He travels whenever he can and preaches wherever he can.  A 
prolific author of thirteen books, Dr. Haffner is committed to 
communicating God’s grace to others. 

SATURDAY NIGHT PROGRAM   
Saturday, March 7 (7:30p.m.) - Ticketed Event 
Loma Linda University Church 
Featuring: California Baptist Choir and Orchestra 
The California Baptist Choir and Orchestra is led by nationally 
acclaimed conductor Dr. Judd Bonner, Dean of the School of 
Music. Over 150 singers and instrumentalists perform nearly 50 
annual concerts in the local area and on tours.

CLASS REUNIONS  
Honoring the classes of 1955, 1965, 1975, 1985, 1990, 1995, & 
2005

RIVERSIDE CONVENTION CENTER 

& MORNING DEVOTIONALS 

CALIFORNIA BAPTIST CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA

Celebrating 100 Years of Alumni 1915-2015

APC Flyer.indd   1 11/18/14   3:21 PM

S T A F F  U P D A T E S
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Ellsworth E. Wareham ’42 turned a century old this 
past fall. He was born on the 3rd of October in 1914, 

four months after the College of Medical Evangelists 
(now Loma Linda University) graduated its first class 
of medical students. One hundred years later, and with 
little change in his well-known, active, vibrant, ever full-
of-humor style, Dr. Wareham celebrated this momentous 
occasion with hundreds of family and friends on the 
Loma Linda University campus. I have a few thoughts 
regarding this man, my friend, who was my teacher, 
mentor, and colleague. 

My travels to Vietnam in 1974 as a junior medical 
student, with the cofounders of the Overseas Heart 
Surgery Team, Drs. Wareham and Joan Coggin ’53-A, 
was a life-changing experience. It would be 35 years later 
(2009) that I would receive an email from Ngoc Nguyen 

inquiring if it was the Loma Linda University (LLU) 
heart team who saved her life by repairing a “hole 
in the heart” when she was just 14 years old in 
Saigon in 1974. Ngoc had immigrated to Canada 
after the Vietnam War and had spent a number 

of years trying to identify and locate the 
doctors who saved her life. Seeing the 
picture I sent in response to her email 
confirmed that she was one of the 
patients we treated, and Dr. Wareham 
and I were invited as guests to her 
Victoria, British Columbia, home for a 
post-op visit—35 years later! Wynn, her 
Anglicized name, was a special guest at 
her surgeon’s 100th birthday celebration.

As an intern in general surgery at 
Loma Linda University Medical Center 

(LLUMC), I was again privileged to be 

part of the overseas heart program in Greece in 1975. 
Dr. Wareham helped establish an ongoing program in 
Athens where residents in surgery/cardiac surgery gained 
a unique and high volume of operative experience in 
congenital heart disease. It was not until Dr. Wareham’s 
centennial birthday celebration, however, that many of 
us learned the story of how the team’s work in Greece 
was only made possible because of the benevolence of 
an American woman—one by the name of Jacqueline 
Onassis Kennedy. 

After my internship, during which I spent a more-
than-usual six months on cardiac surgery, I told Dr. 
Wareham that I had decided to become a urologist. 
“What is so hard about being a urologist?” he asked 
lightheartedly. “Lose one kidney and there is always a 
spare—in cardiac surgery there is only one heart!” On 
a side note, it would be during my internship on the 
cardiac surgery unit 7100 at LLUMC where I would first 
meet a graveyard-shift nurse named Donna Olson. She 
and I were married 11 months later.

Dr. Wareham’s protégé, Leonard Bailey ’69, said it 
well several years ago regarding the heart team: “The 
memories are so rich for the experiences we’ve all had. 
We’ve had the opportunity as medical professionals to 
actually live the talk and live the life that God intended. 
That’s why we’re planted on this Earth.”

Recently, while talking alone with Dr. Wareham 
he questioned the decision to do overseas open-heart 
surgery, saying, “Roger, we took too many chances.” 
On behalf of the thousands, perhaps millions, of people 
who have benefited from the work of LLU’s overseas 
heart team, I say, “Thank you, God, and thank you, Dr. 
Wareham, for your courage and for the too many chances 
you took.” 

Celebrating Ellsworth Wareham’s 100th Year of Life Fall 2014 Meet the Dean Events

H. Roger Hadley ’74
School of Medicine Dean

In October and November of 2014, two Meet the 
Dean events were held in Boston and Berrien Springs, 

Michigan, respectively. Alumni gathered to enjoy 
conversation and to catch up on what’s happening at their 
alma mater. 

Jerry Rittenhouse ’85 and his wife, Lauren, hosted 
the Boston area event at their home. Richard H. Hart ’70, 
president of Loma Linda University Health (LLUH), gave 
a status update on Vision 2020 and H. Roger Hadley ’74, 
dean of the School of Medicine, provided the audience 
with news from the School. In addition to alumni, a 
grateful patient family was in attendance to share their 
appreciation for the “superhuman efforts” of the LLUH 
team who cared for their daughter as she suffered from 
liver failure before passing away in April 2013.

In Berrien Springs, about 25 alumni met at the home 
of Phil and Lynn Brantley for an evening of fellowship 
and conversation, as well as School of Medicine updates 
from Dr. Hadley. 

More photos of these and other events available at  
www.thecentralline.llusmaa.org

A captive audience soaks up the School of Medicine updates shared by H. 
Roger Hadley ’74, dean of the School of Medicine, at the Boston Meet the 

Dean event last October.

A group of alumni pose for a picture with Dr. Hadley at the Berrien 
Springs Meet the Dean event in November.

Meet the Dean events foster discussion between alumni and School of 
Medicine administration.

INTRODUCING OUR NEW ALUMNI WEBSITE
w w w. l l u s m a a . o r gf o r  c o m p u t e r s ,  t a b l e t s , 

a n d  s m a r t p h o n e s

F R O M  the D E A N T H I S and T H A T
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Follow the School of Medicine Online
Website: www.llu.edu/medicine

Facebook.com/llusm

Twitter: @LLUMedSchool

Student Blog: www.llu.edu/llusmblog

The Dean's Instagram: @RogerHadley

Upcoming Alumni Events
March 6-9
2015 Annual Postgraduate Convention

May 24
School of Medicine Graduation

July 17-24 
Rhine Getaway River Cruise

OOn December 10, 2014, the LLU Board of Directors 
approved the development of a Pathologists’ Assistant 

Program in the School of Medicine.
Due to shifting demographics amongst the population 

of pathologists, as well as increasing access to medical 
services in the changing health care landscape, there is 
a looming shortage of pathologists, making utilization 
of mid-level practitioners in the field of pathology 
increasingly important. Pathologists’ assistants are 
mid-level allied health professionals—similar to 

Kerry Heinrich, JD, Named 
LLUMC CEO
On August 25, 2014, 

Kerry Heinrich, JD, an 
attorney associated with 
Loma Linda University 
Medical Center (LLUMC) 
since 1984, was appointed 
Loma Linda University 
Health (LLUH) Executive 
Vice President for Hospital 
Affairs and LLU Medical 
Center CEO.  Mr. Heinrich 
fills the role formerly held by Ruthita Fike, who 
resigned in 2014 after serving as CEO of LLUMC for 
10 years.

In this position, Heinrich provides strategic 
leadership for and oversees day-to-day operations 
of the six hospitals that constitute LLUMC, working 
collaboratively with leadership to ensure that major 
initiatives continue to move forward.

“I’m humbled to be working closely with so 
many talented and dedicated people at this great 
institution,” Heinrich said after the announcement. 
“Our nurses, physicians, technicians, our plumbers 
and electricians, our housekeeping staff and food 
service workers—each one is integral to helping us 
carry out Christ’s mission of teaching and healing, 
bringing wholeness and wellness to our patients.”

He also felt that the quality of employees and 
service providers is what ultimately makes a leader’s 
success possible. “I’m here to nurture people, to help 
them rise to the very best that they can be and do for 
our patients. We truly are here to carry forward the 
teaching and healing ministry of Jesus.”

During his 30-year career, Heinrich has conducted 
contract negotiations, financial acquisitions, complex 
corporate restructures and major initiatives to 
improve reimbursements for the health care entities. 
He received his bachelor’s degree in history and 
a minor in business with an emphasis in finance 
and management from Walla Walla University in 
Washington. He earned a juris doctor (JD) degree 
from University of Oregon School of Law and has 
specialized in health care law. 

LLUH Breaks Ground on New 
San Bernardino Campus
Ground breaking occurred on December 10, 2014, 

for the Loma Linda University Health’s (LLUH) San 
Bernardino campus and San Manuel Gateway College. 
This upcoming campus, on a seven-acre parcel of land 
in downtown San Bernardino, will prepare students for a 
variety of programs that can advance healthcare careers.

LLUSM faculty, students, and residents will 
participate in both teaching and clinical activities as 
well as service learning opportunities at the new site, 
made possible by a $10 million grant from the San 
Manuel Band of Mission Indians.

When looking at ways to improve the health and 
education in the local community, the Gateway Initiative 
Task force—comprising leaders from LLUH, the San 
Bernardino school district, Goodwill, local community 
colleges, and SACHS (Social Action Community Health 
System, which has strong ties to LLUH)—is developing 
a long-term approach. Today’s ground breaking is an 
exciting and important first step to reaching these 
important goals. 

Dean’s Office Announces 
Recipients of the 2015 Grants 
to Promote Collaborative and 
Translational Research

The Dean’s Office has announced the awardees for 
the 2015 Grants to Promote Collaborative and 

Translational Research (GCAT). These grants are 
designed for teams of basic and clinical scientists, who will 
work collaboratively to develop insights and approaches 
to clinically relevant issues that have the potential to 
make a difference in the lives of patients. Funds from the 
School of Medicine are to be matched 1:1 by the clinical 
department, for a total award of up to $75,000 to be spent 
over a two-year funding period.

Leaders in the Pathologists’ Assistant Program: Paul 
Herrmann, PhD, ’00, Cherie Germain, and Jeremy 
Deisch ’06.

physician’s assistants—who work in surgical and autopsy 
pathology laboratories.

The Pathologists’ Assistant Program offers a two-year, 
full-time master’s degree in pathology. The first year is 
primarily didactic work, with some “hands on” rotations 
in histology, surgical, and autopsy pathology.  The second 
year consists of clinical rotations throughout Southern 
California. The students will be prepared to excel at 
the national certification exam through the American 
Society of Clinical Pathology (ASCP).

The program resides in the department of pathology 
human anatomy, under the oversight of Paul Herrmann, 
PhD, ’00, department chair. Cherie Germain, MHS, PA 
(ASCP), joins LLUSM faculty as director of the new 
program. Formerly the program director at the West 
Virginia University School of Medicine’s Pathologists’ 
Assistant Program, Cherie is also the president of the 
Program Directors’ Board for the American Academy 
of Pathologists’ Assistants and is the Lead Educator for 
Pathologists’ Assistants for NAACLS, the accrediting 
body of Clinical Laboratory Sciences training programs. 
Neuropathologist Jeremy Deisch ’06 serves as the 
program’s Medical Director.

The LLUSM Pathologists’ Assistant program will begin 
in September 2015, with 10-12 students.  Applications 
will be available in February.

For information on the program, visit www.llu.edu/
pathologists-assistant. 

LLUSM Develops Pathologists’ Assistant Program

The 2015 Awardees are:
• XiaoBing Zhang, PhD, and Gary Botimer ’80-A (chair 

of orthopedic surgery) for their project entitled 
“Turning Blood into Articular Cartilage.”

• Juli Unternaehrer, PhD, and Yevgeniya Ioffe, MD, for 
their project entitled “Development of a Metastatic 
Ovarian Cancer Patient-derived Xenograft Model.”

• Maria Filippova and Mark Reeves, PhD, ’92 (director 
of LLU Cancer Center) for their project entitled “A 
Novel Combinatorial Approach for Treating HPV-
associated Malignancies.”

• Xiangpeng Yuan, MD, and Steve Lee, PhD, ‘03 (vice 
chair of otolaryngology and head/neck surgery) for 
their project entitled “Tumorigenic and Metastatic 
Activity of Head and Neck Cancer Initiating Cells.” 

Officials break ground for the Loma Linda University – San Bernardino 
project.  Pictured are Ted N.C. Wilson, PhD, president, General Conference 

of Seventh-day Adventists (left);  Richard H. Hart ‘70, president, Loma Linda 
University Health (7th from left); and Lowell Cooper, MDiv, MPH, vice 
president, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists and chair, Board of 
Trustees, Loma Linda University Adventist Health Sciences Center (far right); 
with representatives from LLUH, the San Bernardino community, and the San 
Manuel Band of Mission Indians.

S C H O O L  of M E D I C I N E  N E W S
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often witness death. Doctors time and again care for the 
health of others while needing care themselves. At Loma 
Linda University Health (LLUH), faculty physicians 
and residents are the focus of the innovative Physician 
Vitality program, which addresses individual needs and 
provides programs for general well-being. 

Several years ago, B. Lyn Behrens ’63-aff, former 
president of LLUH, envisioned a program dedicated 

to supporting the institution’s doctors and encouraged 
further development of a role to meet physician needs. 
A taskforce was created to explore physician engagement 
and well-being, which identified needs, set goals, and 
considered what qualities would be needed in a program 
director. The strength-based term “Physician Vitality” 
was chosen as the name of the program to indicate the 
enriching tone of its initiatives. 

The taskforce noted that the University’s Employee 
Assistance Program functioned well in providing 
counseling to faculty and students, and the Center for 
Spiritual Life and Wholeness (CSLW) promoted whole 
person care. Daniel W. Giang ’83, associate dean of 
graduate medical education for the School of Medicine, 
says the intention of the University was “to extend whole 
person care to physicians in a proactive way.” “Proactive” 
is a key word here as it connotes a certain visibility and 
willingness to initiate interactions between the doctors 
by a director who seeks out their needs and suggests ways 
to alleviate them. 

Several search committee members recalled the warmth 
and accessibility of Wilber Alexander, PhD, ’93-hon during 
their residency, important characteristics for anyone who 
wished to work with physicians. Dr. Giang says, “As a 
medical student and resident here at LLU in the 1980s, I did 
not need to be suicidal or be impaired for Dr. Alexander to 
put his arm around me in the hall and ask, ‘How is your 
day going?’ If I did have a serious issue, nothing would feel 
more natural than for me to say, ‘Dr. Alexander, I need to 
chat.’ That simple interaction has a powerful, therapeutic 
benefit long before any serious disorder appears.” 

Tamara L. Thomas ’87, vice dean for academic affairs, 
summarizes the taskforce’s purpose for the Physician 
Vitality program well: “If LLU physicians hope to guide 
their patients toward healthy, sustainable lives, they must 
show that this is possible by their own vital and healthy 
lives of sustainable service.” Goals established for the 
new position included the creation of programs and 
education curricula to enhance interpersonal skills and 
well-being, develop preventive initiatives for physicians 
with behavioral and emotional challenges, develop 
resources and programs to enhance work-life balance, 
and offer referrals for community resources as needed. 

In 2011, the University hired Barbara Hernandez 
LLUSN ’92, PhD (University of Minnesota), as the 
director of Physician Vitality. Dr. Hernandez is a licensed 
marriage and family therapist specializing in physician 
families and relationships. She has been a professor in 
psychology, social work, family therapy, and public health 
graduate programs since 1995. In addition to working 
as an ICU nurse for nearly 20 years, she has directed 
counseling centers and supervised numerous therapists 
in training. Her clinical and educational expertise was 
viewed as essential to the successful implementation of 
the new position.

Dr. Hernandez was given six months to spend time 
with physicians, investigate other residency support 
programs, and begin developing the new position. She 
conducted a needs assessment by interviewing numerous 
faculty physicians, medical students, and administrators. 

She read books by authors such as Drs. Danielle Ofri, 
Sandeep Jauhar, and Rachel Remen, and researched 
extensively topics such as physician burnout, suicide, and 
litigation. To learn about similar programs she contacted 
Vanderbilt, Dartmouth, and attended a well-being 
seminar for Florida Hospital physicians. 

“I heard so many stories,” says Dr. Hernandez, “of 
tragic patient deaths and the doctors having no one to 
talk to about their own feelings. Physicians who had had 
to compress little chests with their hands only to have 
babies who were the age of their own children die. One 
physician told me, ‘Sometimes it’s just the despair of 
medicine that we need to talk about.’ It was clear to me 
that physicians could benefit by having a go-to person 
with whom to discuss their experiences.”

Dr. Thomas provided valuable leadership for the 
new position and met weekly with Dr. Hernandez 
for several months. “I’ve learned a great deal from her 
about issues that are of concern to physicians,” says Dr. 
Hernandez. “Her support and vision have been critical 
to the successful realization of our ideas.” As those ideas 
took root, the Physician Vitality responsibilities at LLU 
began to grow into four main categories: direct support, 
education, programs, and research. 

Direct support consists of personal conversations, 
consultations, or debriefings after crises. Dr. Hernandez 
has found that many who contact her are dealing with 
personal issues such as family concerns, relationship 
disruptions, and requests for coaching to strengthen their 
coping or communication skills. She makes it a point 
to also reach out to physicians who are experiencing 
challenges as they become known to her. Most of the 
time, accessibility and a simple conversation are what 
make the biggest difference. 

“The thing that might set me apart a little bit is that 
a lot of physicians don’t feel that their discontent or 
concerns rise to a level where they need to go get an hour 
of therapy someplace,” says Dr. Hernandez. “They know 
I’m close by and talking with me won’t make them feel 
‘therapized.’” If someone needs to talk, she’ll head to the 
unit or a park, her office or a local restaurant, depending 
on the needs of the physician. “I get a number of calls 
from physicians who say, ‘Hey, I’ve got this colleague,’ or, 
‘Can I run something by you? Here’s what I’m thinking, 
what would you do?’ And it takes just a few minutes and 
maybe a follow up call.” 

Physician Vitality
Care for the Caregivers
By Chris Clouzet, staff writer

Barbara Hernandez, PhD, MFT, introduces Dr. Pedro Baron, transplant surgeon, to the “physicians gallery” featuring 
photographs by Loma Linda University physicians. The display is located at the employee entrance to the medical center.

P hysicians care for and heal those who are hurt, and they do it well. But these same physicians 
experience pain, sleep deprivation, and burnout. They are not immune to the detrimental effects 
of divorce and financial struggles. They do not always see the full recovery of a patient, and too 

“If LLU physicians hope to guide their patients toward healthy, 
sustainable lives, they must show that this is possible by their 
own vital and healthy lives of sustainable service.”
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When the construction of the medical staff lounge 
was nearing completion, Dr. Hernandez realized it would 
need decoration and thought it would be nice to feature 
physician artwork. “We sent out an email invitation 
for physicians to send in files of their photography or 
artwork,” Dr. Hernandez recalls. “I received nearly 500 
submissions in five days!” She subsequently instituted 
a rotating photography exhibit in the lounge, as well 
as a permanent physician photography exhibit in the 
employee entrance of the medical center. 

The last three and a half years have borne witness to 
considerable progress within the new Physician Vitality 
program. Dr. Hernandez is actively mentoring clinicians 
who are attempting to create their own physician well-
being programs at several academic centers across the 
country. “We have incredible needs,” she says. “But I 
keep hearing from these other institutions that we are 
a mile ahead of them in addressing these concerns 
because our ethos here embraces spirituality and whole 
person care.” 

As Dr. Clem points out, “Loma Linda is true to its 
mission. ‘Whole Person Care’ means you. Creating and 
sustaining our vitality as physicians makes it possible for 
us to provide the best care to our patients and excellence 
in teaching our students. Physician Vitality is multi-
faceted and should be a lifelong endeavor. At some point 
in a medical career, every doctor will be able to either 
contribute to, or benefit from, this program.” 

Dr. Hernandez is director of the Physician Vitality 
program at Loma Linda University Health.

As an educator, Dr. Hernandez says she enjoys giving 
presentations at grand rounds nearly every month. 
She developed a menu of 25 topics that include titles 
such as Staying Warm Without Burning Out, Holding 
Effective Family Conferences, Communication Skills for 
Physicians, and Managing Sleep Deprivation and Fatigue. 
She frequently participates in departmental retreats and 
recalls a workshop she gave at the pediatric resident 
retreat. “I took my crayons to the retreat and we did a 
drawing exercise to identify burnout symptoms. I kept 
hearing, ‘Crayons! How cool is this?’ Doing child’s 
play with newsprint and crayons was a real hit for 
pediatricians!” 

Dr. Hernandez views these educational opportunities 
as a great vehicle for creating a connection with 
physicians while addressing their own self-care and 
encouraging greater sensitivity to patient needs. “If 
the staff feel prepared to provide a specific service, or 
competent to interact with sensitivity in regard to their 
patients, then they’re going to feel more confident. This 
improves everyone’s well-being.” She points out that when 
physicians hear her presentations they gain a sense of her 
expertise and personality and can determine whether or 
not she can be helpful to them. 

Dr. Hernandez has been central to the development 
of a unique medical simulation format for teaching 
physicians to deliver bad news called Collaborative 
Reflecting Team training. Simulation learners are given 
the opportunity to hear feedback from counseling interns 
who observe them notifying “patient” families that their 
loved one has died. She is collaborating with Dr. Adrian 
Lavery, neonatology fellowship director, and T. Kent 
Denmark ’94, director of the LLUSM Simulation Center, 
to refine the training and document its effectiveness. 
In addition to this clinical initiative, Dr. Hernandez 
is involved in scholarship and research that involves 
residents and medical students. 

Programs for faculty and residents are also making 
an impact. Dr. Hernandez was approached by Kathleen 
Clem ’89, chair of emergency medicine and the peer 
professionalism committee, and asked if she could help put 
together a peer coach program for the faculty physicians. 
Dr. Clem asked other department chairs to nominate one 
of their physicians to become a peer coach. A total of 14 
nominees participated in the initial training offered by Dr. 

Hernandez and Carla Gober-Park, PhD, director of the 
CSLW. Dr. Hernandez has since continued the program. 

“The literature shows that doctors prefer to talk to 
other doctors about their issues. I want to be sure our 
peer coaches are equipped with the skills they need to be 
helpful to their colleagues. Peer coaches are also educated 
to make referrals to mental health providers if needed; if 
they’re concerned, they can also consult with me.” 

While the program is still in development, Dr. 
Hernandez says there is enthusiasm for it and she believes 
they have laid the groundwork for a successful faculty 
peer coach program. Dr. Clem echoes that sentiment: 
“I have personally seen physicians participate in and 
respond to peer coaching in a very positive manner, 
finding it helps them make desired changes in their 
approach to sticky situations both at work and home.” Dr. 
Hernandez has begun a peer coach certificate program 
for chief residents, arming them with knowledge about 
how to support fellow residents, ask the right questions, 
listen carefully, explore options, and make a plan to move 
forward toward their goals. 

“That’s really what coaching is,” she explains. “Chief 
residents see and hear issues a lot sooner than program 
directors or I would. So we’ve felt that the certificate 
program was really important for them.” 

Having others to connect with and relate to through 
both positive and negative life experiences is integral to 
wholeness. Dr. Hernandez shares a story about a meeting 
she attended when one doctor turned to another and 
said, “Haven’t you gone out to the parking lot and sat 
there and cried in the car before you went home?” And 
the other replied, “Oh yeah, I’ve cried in the car going 
home several times.” 

“We really needed a forum,” Dr. Hernandez says, 
“to openly discuss some of these challenges that make 
medicine so difficult at times, and to celebrate the 
rewarding interactions with patients as well.”

In December of 2013, Dr. Hernandez facilitated the 
first Schwartz Center Rounds, which have become an 
excellent venue for these conversations. The collaborative 
effort between Dr. Hernandez, the CSLW, and Gina 
J. Mohr ’96, director of palliative medicine, follows a 
specific format developed by the Schwartz Center for 
Compassionate Care in Boston. Three professionals 
from different disciplines present three brief cases that 
highlight a psychosocial or spiritual challenge found in 
caring for a particular type of patient or circumstance. 
The attendees then discuss their personal responses and 
similar experiences. 

“It’s really an issue-based case presentation,” says Dr. 
Hernandez. “We’re not looking at the medical features of 
the patient, we’re discussing what was it that had an impact 

on you?” These Schwartz Center Rounds are scheduled to 
coincide with departmental grand rounds. Residents and 
medical students appreciate hearing faculty physicians, 
along with child life specialists, nurses, social workers, and 
chaplains explain their unique perspectives on the same 
case. To an observer, the interest in these presentations is 
palpable. Attendance is full to capacity and those taking 
advantage of the free meal seem to be chewing quietly, as 
if to make sure not to miss a word. Afterward, there is no 
need to wait for comments—hands are up. 

“Physicians deal with a variety of stresses from 
their clinical work to their lives away from work,” notes 
Dr. Giang. “Sometimes these come as crises, like the 
unexpected death of a patient. Especially for younger 
physicians or medical students, the first time through such 
an experience can be disorienting. We want to provide all 
physicians an outlet to discuss their feelings and decrease 
any sense of isolation while developing resilience.” 

Dr. Hernandez also leads a monthly intern support 
group and is taking steps to offer other group meetings 
for physicians within the next year such as Finding 
Meaning in Medicine and “Balint” groups, in which 
physicians meet regularly to improve physician-patient 
communication. 

To provide tangible resources for the physicians 
and residents, Dr. Hernandez has created a Physician 
Vitality website (www.lluphysicianlounge.com) in 
conjunction with the General Medical Office staff. 
It contains important information about residency 
programs at LLUH as well as resident education 
concentration materials. The Physician Vitality 
portion of the website contains psychosocial resources, 
reading recommendations, and links to a variety of 
self-administered inventories to identify burnout, 
depression, and gambling and alcohol problems. 
Residents have the opportunity to respond to a thought-
provoking Question of the Month that Dr. Hernandez 
posts. “We see the high caliber of our residents in the 
thoughtful comments they leave,” she says. “We give 
away $100 every month to a randomly selected resident 
and encourage her or him to use it for a date night or to 
help pay for a rejuvenating getaway.” 

Dr. Hernandez is also responsible for the medical staff 
lounge in the medical center. The lounge offers faculty and 
residents computers for charting, a TV, a kitchenette with 
food, and a dedicated prayer room. “I think this space 

reflects the importance of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs,” 
she says. “We have to have food and safety before we can 
think about altruism.” She is frequently in the lounge 
throughout the week and enjoys informal conversations 
with physicians passing through to get a sandwich.

“One physician told me, ‘Sometimes it’s just the despair 
of medicine that we need to talk about.’ It was clear 

to me that physicians could benefit by having a go-to 
person with whom to discuss their experiences.”

Attendance is full to capacity and those taking 
advantage of the free meal seem to be chewing 
quietly, as if to make sure not to miss a word.

Chris Clouzet is assistant editor of the Alumni Journal 
and staff writer for the Alumni Association. He loves trail 
running and writes from Loma Linda.
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The Legacy  
of Mrs. LaMont
(Author’s name withheld by request)

It was a routine visit with Mrs. LaMont.* She had 
advanced cancer and, experiencing increased pain, had 

been admitted for pain management. She was pleasant, 
but somewhat withdrawn. She looked preoccupied. I 
tried to make small talk, wanting her to feel comfortable. 
I asked if she was taking her meds. She looked down for a 
minute and mumbled that no, she wasn’t. “I’ll most likely 
be dead in a couple weeks, so I don’t think that matters.” 

I turned around to look at her, shocked. It was one 
of those awkward moments we medical students have 
so often. I truly didn’t know what to say, but I tried to 
reassure her, saying something like, “Oh no, you’ll be 
fine.” I started her exam and turned to the counter to 
write down my findings. 

I had just picked up my pen when I heard a splattering 
sound and something dark flashed past my desk and hit 
the wall. It was a gush of blood. I wheeled around and 
Mrs. LaMont was doubled over, holding her abdomen 
and vomiting bright red blood. Lots of it. She could 
hardly breathe. I bolted past her and yelled for help. Two 
residents, a nurse, and my attending rushed into the room 
and called immediately for the code team. My attending 
leapt into action trying to keep her airway open, but the 
look on his face was one of resignation and that scared 
me. He knew she’d had several surgeries already and 
there was a risk that her cancer would erode an artery. 
I wasn’t sure what was happening, but it looked like she 
was bleeding out right in front of us. 

Between gasps, Mrs. LaMont managed to say, “My 
husband…” before she retched again. Someone yelled 
to call the OR and they got her onto a gurney. Someone 
else said to go talk to her husband. The code team rushed 
through the door and I decided to go speak with Mr. 
LaMont since I was in the way and it was utter chaos.

Mr. LaMont was down the hall and had seen the code 
team running into his wife’s room. He looked pretty 
shaken up. I wanted to shield him from having to see his 
wife ashen and covered in blood, so I moved between him 
and the door and started trying to talk to him. I angled 
him off to the side and told him that his wife had started 
bleeding unexpectedly and was going straight down to 
surgery for an emergency repair since she was losing a 
lot of blood. I had no idea what to say or how to say it. 

But I told him that she’d asked that I tell him. While we 
were talking, they rushed past us into the elevator with 
Mrs. LaMont on a gurney and staff crowded around her 
trying to get lines in her. I walked Mr. LaMont down to 
the lobby since I hadn’t learned yet where anything was in 
that hospital. He was calling his son as I left. It was only as 
I walked away that I realized I was shaking.

Mrs. LaMont coded in the elevator and died. She 
had simply lost too much blood and her system was so 
compromised that she couldn’t respond favorably to the 
code interventions.

So there was my first death as a medical student. I had 
no experience with it and couldn’t really tell what I was 
feeling. I went over and over the events in my mind for 
several days, wondering if I had done something wrong 
or missed a sign that Mrs. LaMont’s condition would 
decline so fast. Her comment, “I’ll most likely be dead 
in a couple of weeks…” echoed in my mind. Why didn’t I 
talk with her about being ready to die? Why didn’t I offer 
her spiritual care? We’ve been taught about whole person 
care from our first course at Loma Linda. And when she 
just about handed me an invitation to pray with her—the 
last chance anyone would ever have to talk with her about 
her life—I didn’t take it. I just couldn’t forgive myself for 
being so inept. The gore of her death—the blood, the 
vomiting, her inability to breathe, the horribleness of it 
all—disturbed my sleep for several nights. I dragged into 
the hospital for rounds and couldn’t seem to focus. My 
attending realized I wasn’t doing well and told me to go 
talk to Dr. Hernandez. 

The next day, Dr. Hernandez and I met for lunch at a 
restaurant across town. “It’s on my dime,” she said. Great. 

I told her what happened, how I felt really distracted, 
and the symptoms I was having. I felt like a failure. This 
woman who had died had virtually reached out to me 
to talk about her impending death and I completely 
missed the opportunity. Maybe I shouldn’t have gone 
into medicine if I couldn’t do better than this. I told Dr. 
Hernandez that I’d been reading about narrative medicine 
and how to come to terms with these kinds of situations 
by rewriting the story to how I wish it had been. 

“So here’s the alternative story I constructed about Mrs. 
LaMont,” I told her. I said she would have told this story: 

“I went to the hospital clinic to get help with my pain 
and this medical student met with me first. He asked if I 
had been taking my medicine and I said, “No. You know, 
I will most likely be dead in two weeks.” That young man 
sat down next to me, took my hands in his, and sweetly 

said, “Mrs. LaMont, do you have any concerns about 
dying?” We had a good chat about that, and at the end, he 
prayed with me and I made ready to die. I then felt more 
prepared. I told the young man some things that I’d not 
mentioned to anyone else and he asked if my husband 
could join us. The three of us had a very special talk about 
how it is for me to be dying and what I wanted him to 
know before I went. We cried together and held each 
other. It was so special. 

“After our talk, I suddenly began to vomit blood. My 
husband held me in his arms while I died and the team 
came in to surround us. There was still a lot of blood, but 
he was there with me. The things we had talked about 
really helped him to be prepared for this kind of death, 
and I didn’t die without him, or without God.”

Dr. Hernandez just listened. She asked me if I felt 
better after rewriting the story in that way. I kind of did, 
but honestly, it seemed a little bit fake. I tried to remember 
it this new way, but I kept seeing all that blood and feeling 
horrible that I had missed that last conversation. I didn’t 
feel settled about it yet.

Dr. Hernandez was quiet for a few minutes while we 
ate. Then she said, “There are probably a lot of ways to tell 
this story. Can I tell it to you in the way I’m seeing it?” I 
was pretty curious about what her story would be like. 

She said, “Well—and I’m Mrs. LaMont here—I went to 
the hospital because I knew something wasn’t quite right 
with me. There was this young medical student who was 
really nice to me. He was quiet and a bit shy, but I knew 
he was learning so I answered his questions. He took the 
time to listen to what I said about how I’d been feeling 
and he tried to be reassuring—a little bit awkwardly. He 
reminded me of my grandson. I told him that I thought 
I’d be dead in a couple weeks—I just had that feeling. The 
poor guy wasn’t sure what to say. But he tried to make me 
feel better by telling me that everything would be okay. 

“All of a sudden I started throwing up and I couldn’t 
breathe. I had the awful feeling that I was dying right 
there, but I hadn’t thought I’d go that way. My first thought 
was of my husband and I tried to ask the medical student 
to go tell him what was happening. People came running 
into the room and I couldn’t stop throwing up. I got really 
woozy and they pulled me up onto a gurney. The last thing 
I saw as I was wheeled out of the room was that young 
man talking to my husband. He had turned him away so 
he would not see me like that. My husband looked really 
worried, but I had the sense that the medical student 
would be kind to him. That was what I wanted most of all 
and I was relieved to know that someone was with him.”

You know, when Dr. Hernandez told me her story, I 
knew that it was probably a lot closer to what had really 
happened. I was glad we were in a shadowy area of the 

restaurant because it made me choke up. She very gently 
said to me, “I think you were a kind, reassuring presence 
to Mrs. LaMont in her final moments. You couldn’t save 
her life. You couldn’t make everything okay with her 
relationship with her husband or kids. You did all the 
parts that you knew to do in the 10 minutes that you saw 
her, and you did them with kindness.” 

I just lost it. I guess I wasn’t finished with my feelings 
about this situation. The tragedy of human suffering, the 
ugliness of death, and the despair of not being able to 
save a life felt overwhelming. I realized that if I didn’t deal 
with this now I might one day second-guess myself right 
out of medical school.

After I regained my composure, we talked about how 
I could honor the memory of Mrs. LaMont with future 
patients. I told Dr. Hernandez that I want to always ask 
my terminally ill patients how they are doing emotionally 
and spiritually. I’d like to sit down and take that extra few 
moments to offer spiritual care and emotional support 
for those in dire circumstances. Dr. Hernandez shared 
a couple touching stories from her experience taking 
care of dying people and I realized that all clinicians 
who do this kind of work sometimes cry, second guess 
themselves, and feel inadequate. The most important 
things I took away from our conversation were a firm 
resolve to try to talk meaningfully with dying people; 
to make an appointment with my own grief, when I can 
reflect on how these situations impact me; and to talk with 
someone who knows what it is like and who supports me. 

I want to honor the memory of Mrs. LaMont in every 
hand that I take in mine, in every instance that I sit down 
and look a patient in the eye and say, “Tell me what this 
is like,” or, “Let’s ask God to hold you close during these 
hard times.”

That’s the legacy of Mrs. LaMont. *Mrs. LaMont is a pseudonym.

I went over and over the events in my mind for several 
days, wondering if I had done something wrong...
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his own eyes were opened, he helps open the eyes of 
others. As co-founder of the Tropical Health Alliance 
Foundation (THAF), he advocates for its projects, the 
principal of which is supporting the giving of sight to 
the blind of Ethiopia. THAF is a non-profit organization 
that sponsors projects in the Majority World (formerly 
refered to as the “Third World”) that help provide services 
such as maternity care and improved water sources. In 
November, Dr. Thomas was kind enough to meet with me 
to answer a few questions about his journey in missions 
and what it’s like to work “behind the scenes” of THAF.

It’s clear you’re passionate about mission work 
now, but how much a part of your life was mission 
service when you graduated from medical school and 
through the ’70s and ’80s?
Mission service was always something that interested me, 
but it wasn’t until I took that course at the London School 
of Tropical Medicine that I really became focused on it. It 
was shortly after that that I visited Africa for the first time, 
and that’s what really opened my eyes—but that wasn’t 
until 14 years after I graduated from medical school. 

I suppose when you first get out of medical school 
you’re trying to get yourself established and you have to 

Pillars and Buttresses
What it’s like to be part of an international 
team of medical workers and an advocate 
behind the scenes
An Interview with Larry L. Thomas ’74 
Interviewed by Chris Clouzet, staff writer

A t one point several years into his career as an emergency room doctor in Loma Linda, Larry L. 
Thomas ’74 needed a change of scenery. He went to England and took a course in tropical 
medicine. One day, a conversation with some classmates in the cafeteria made him realize how 

difficult it was for many of them to gain clinical experience overseas—in Loma Linda it was so relatively simple. 
He decided to start helping those classmates, and he hasn’t stopped helping people since. Now, many years after 

make a living. As the years pass, you have a little more 
discretionary time and income. 

In 1988 you decided to head to London for training in 
a course of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. Tell us 
what led you to that decision.
It was not anything noble. I’d attended Newbold [College 
of Higher Education] while I was in college, and I really 
liked England. I wanted to take some time off because I’d 
been working quite a bit in the ER, up a lot of nights, and 
I just thought it’d be fun to have some regularity and do 
something that would allow me to be in England. 

I heard about the course and although I wasn’t really 
interested in it, I thought it was something to do. It turned 
out to be the best and most interesting thing I had ever 
done, but I didn’t go into it expecting that.

You talk about the experience in London a lot. Was it 
a pretty significant transition point in your life?
Well, it opened a whole new world to me. One of the 
big things was that some of my classmates were looking 
for opportunities to work overseas and I hadn’t realized 
before what an opportunity we have as Adventists and 
graduates of Loma Linda to so easily be able to find places 
to work overseas. 
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And then, I was also really impressed by the fact that 
here, although often we don’t realize it, the profit motive 
is so strong. We’re always trying to find out how to do less 
and make more; there they were always wrestling with 
issues of how can we do more with the limited resources 
that we have? That was very “clean” talk, and I really 
appreciated hearing it. I hadn’t heard people really talk 
that way before, or if they were, I hadn’t been listening.

You are referring to the people you met in London as 
part of your courses?
Yes, there’s a lot of altruism at that school. A lot of people 
really wanted to make the world a better place—the greed 
index was very, very low.

So between 1988 and 2006 you helped doctors go 
overseas where they could get clinical experience. 
How did that change your approach in emergency 
medicine, if at all? Did it have any effect on how you 
went to work that morning or that evening?
I can’t say it really changed me that much. I suppose 
my thinking was fairly compartmentalized; I was still 
working as an emergency room doctor, but I started 
going overseas more often after that and using more of 
my income to support the projects.

How so?
Well initially, because I had that training in tropical 
medicine, I started going over to work in Malamulo 
Hospital in Malawi, while still practicing here. I didn’t go 
frequently—just three or four times. 

You started THAF with your friend Peter Smars ’82—
how did your work with your organization change 
your life, or your overall lifestyle, the way you 
approached life? Was it a slow transition?
It was a slow transition. But I gradually I was struck by 
how extravagantly we often live here in this country. 
Do we really need all the possessions we have? In 
medicine, we’re in a position where a lot of times we have 
discretionary income and maybe there are better ways of 
spending than just in a lavish lifestyle. I mean, that sounds 
like I’m pointing my fingers saying naughty, naughty. But, 
it is true; we probably live a little more extravagantly than 
we need. 

It’s easy for me though. I’m single. If I had a wife and 
children it might change my attitude quite a bit. The way 
I can live is not necessarily the way other people can or 
should live. It’s a very individual thing. 

In the meantime through all this, you were elected 
president of the Alumni Association in ‘93-94. How did 
you become involved with the Alumni Association?
Well, I was voted onto the board. I was particularly 
interested in the mission activities of the Association—
the involvement of our alumni in overseas activities. That 
was very appealing to me. 

And at that time the Alumni Association had—and I 
think we still do—a very active mission fund, which was 
a nice thing for alumni working overseas and for those at 
home who wanted to contribute to the work even if they 
couldn’t go themselves.

Back to THAF. You talk about the ophthalmologists, Dr. 
Guzek and Dr. Samuel in Ethiopia, and Sister Evelyn* 
who keeps the eye clinic running smoothly. You talk 
about them as the people doing the “dirty work.” Tell 
us what your role in the organization is like and how 
you would describe your role there.
I’ve never had a feeling of being so much a part of a team 
in my life as I do right now working with these three 
individuals, because we’re all very different in what we do 
and what we bring to the table. Dr. Guzek is an excellent 
ophthalmologist practicing in Washington who knows 
ophthalmology and knows the needs of ophthalmologists. 
Dr. Samuel is a wonderful, committed Christian 
ophthalmologist serving his people in Ethiopia. And of 
course Sister Evelyn is the same. We each have our place. 

When I say they do the dirty work, I mean that they’re 
the ones who are really out there in the field. They’re the 
ones who are sleeping in less than ideal situations. They 
had an eye camp recently where all three ended up sick! 
So that’s what I refer to when I say they’re doing the dirty 
work. They’re the ones putting the hours and hours of hard 
work. I work hard too, but my work involves raising funds, 
advocating, telling stories. It’s much easier doing what I’m 
doing, but it’s also important. All of us are necessary. 

They’re really the heroes of the project because 
they’re the ones who are making the real sacrifices. Dr. 
Samuel will sometimes be out in the bush for two weeks 
away from his family. I’m not doing that. So there are two 

ways of helping: there’s the clean way and the dirty way. 
It’s not that one’s not necessary, but I have the easy work.

There is a story about Churchill that I think is really 
helpful. He went to church one time during the war and 
the vicar said, “I’m surprised to see you here because 
you’re not known to be a pillar of the church.” And 
Churchill said, “No, I’m not a pillar of the church. But I’m 
a buttress of the church. I support it from the outside.” 

And so there are many of us who can’t, for example, 
go over and spend all of our lives doing mission service. 
But there are many of us who could be giving much more 
support here for those who are working over there. I 
think that’s really an important thing for people to realize. 
The pillars shouldn’t be critical of the buttresses and the 
buttresses shouldn’t be critical of the pillars. The work 
needs both. It’s an image that’s always stuck with me.

You don’t have to feel guilty. There are many people 
who should not go over there. Their personalities are 
not suited for mission service and they are needed here. 
But there are many people here who are making plenty 
of discretionary income and can support those who are 
suited for that kind of work.

Can you tell me a little about what goes on behind the 
scenes to allow for these surgeries and all the other 
projects that THAF does to take place?
We spend a lot of our time advocating. We need 
to raise funds for these projects. But people don’t 
support anything that they don’t know about and don’t 
understand. So our primary job is to let people know 
and help people understand. If it’s something they find 
interesting that they might want to help with, then we 
have the mechanism to do that. 

But our primary purpose is not to raise money but 
to tell the story and help people to appreciate the needs. 
Many people have never been out of this country; it’s not 
that they’re naive, they just haven’t seen some of these 
things. And because of their obligations and immediate 
workloads they never will. But if we can paint a picture 
and tell the story so they come to understand, people 
are very, very generous—very generous—and ready to 
support and help. 

When you see great need and interact with people 
who have great resources, how do you maintain a 
balance and good spirit in the face of what you see as 
the unnecessary extravagance of some?
Ultimately, you’re only accountable for your own actions. 
It’s not for us to judge others. I sometimes see people and 
I say, Why are they not doing more? Then I hear about 
what they are doing. You really don’t know what people 
are doing, what they’re wrestling with, and the many ways 

they’re helping others—ways that are not always visible. 
You really, truly can’t judge. But people are generous; just 
today we got all sorts of donations. 

I’m really not surprised at the lack of generosity 
on people’s parts. What I’m surprised at is the extreme 
generosity of people when they know and they’ve heard. 
I really mean that. People are very, very generous. So no, 
I’m not discouraged. 

When we look behind the scenes—“outside the OR” 
in mission work—how has your involvement with 
THAF changed over the years? Have you become 
more involved?
Oh, I’ve become much more involved! I really like 
it. I enjoy it. I do! I go to Ethiopia quite often now. It 
energizes me.

Somebody the other day said to me, “It must be very 
depressing to go to Ethiopia and work.” I said, “You’ve 
got to be kidding me!” Everybody over there—despite 
the poverty—has a lot of happiness, a lot of joy, and a lot 
of community. It’s more discouraging to me when I come 
back here. Everybody seems depressed and stressed and 
over-burdened and so forth. When you get to Africa, you 
feel so much more light-hearted.

Tell me about your trips. How often do you go to 
Ethiopia?
I go two or three times a year. 

Is that for a couple weeks?
Yes, usually two or three weeks, sometimes a month. 

While you’re there, what are you doing? What is your 
role while in Ethiopia?
Most of what I’m doing is project oversight and getting 

“I’ve never had a feeling of being so much a part of a 
team in my life as I do right now working with these 
three individuals, because we’re all very different in 

what we do and what we bring to the table.”

*Jim Guzek is a cataract surgeon at the Pacific Cataract 
and Laser Institute in Washington. Samuel Bora is an 
ophthalmic surgeon at Aira Hospital in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. Sister Evelyn runs the eye clinic in Dembi Dollo, 
Ethiopia, where the cataract surgeries are performed.

Larry Thomas ’74 poses with children in Dembi Dollo, Ethiopia. Dr. 
Thomas is founder of the Tropical Health Alliance Foundation.
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stories, taking pictures; and I’ll usually have several 
people go over with me. We’re doing a vision and mission 
trip so they can come out and see for themselves. Then 
they return and advocate for us. Some of them are donors 
who want to see what we’re doing, and so I take them 
along with me. 

Why Ethiopia? What took you there the first time and 
what kept you going back?
I’ve always kind of known about Ethiopia because my 
dad (Merlin F. Thomas ’57) had a partner (George Clyde 
Bergman ’54) whose father (George C. Bergman ’24) had 
been the first medical missionary from Loma Linda that 
ever went to Ethiopia. He had another partner (Horace L. 
Spear ’54) whose wife was born and grew up in Ethiopia. 
I had always heard mission stories and seen pictures of 
Ethiopia. It seems to have been a part of my experience 
since I was quite young. 

Everybody talks about the charm of Ethiopia; there’s 
something very unique about the country. It’s right on 
that geographic edge where Arab North Africa starts 
blending in with black Africa and it has a long history. 
It’s the second-oldest Christian nation in the world. 
Ethiopians became Christians in the year 380; they have 
a long, proud, rich history. It’s a fascinating country. 

You talk a lot about the eye clinic, and that’s probably 
the project that gets the most focus right now, but 
what other projects is THAF involved with?
We support maternity services for women, and we 
also have a program where we find women that have 
obstetrical fistulas and uterine prolapses and we provide 
funding for them to be repaired. We work with a 
debilitating foot disease called podoconiosis (or podo). 
We do water projects. We’ve been working with the 
School of Dentistry to send out dental teams at least once 
a year, sometimes twice. We’ve been doing that for about 
four years now. Our fifth project is the eye clinic, and 
that’s the big one.

Is there anything I haven’t touched on that you’d 
like to add about your experience of traveling and 
working here, and working with the people there?

The thing I enjoy about it is that we all have our 
niche, what we need to do. For example, Jim Guzek up 
in Washington, he hates anything to do with fundraising. 
I enjoy it. Samuel Bora loves to operate. Quite frankly, 
even if I had the skill, I don’t know if I could sit there all 
day long doing tedious surgery. Sister Evelyn, she’s a high 
energy person, she’s gifted at organizing and keeping 
things running, and that’s not my forte, it’s not the forte 
of any of the physicians. 

We all have our role. We all know that we need each 
other. It’s almost like a Rubik’s Cube. If one piece fell out, the 
whole thing would collapse. And it’s fun working as a team. 
There’s such a synergism working across denominational 
lines in the area of social outreach. We all want to be on 
our best behavior. A quote from John Netwon, the famous 
evangelical preacher who wrote the hymn “Amazing 
Grace,” said it best: “When a house is on fire, Churchmen, 
Dissenters, Methodists, Papists, Moravians, Mystics, are all 
welcome to bring water. At such times nobody asks, ‘Pray 
friend, whom do you hear?’ or ‘What do you think of the 
five points?’”

Is there anything else you’d like to share with alumni?
I think it’s important for them to know that they don’t have 
to go out there and do the dirty work. There’s a lot of clean 
work that they can do right here. But do it! Clean or dirty, 
do something. Yes, I think that’s the take-home lesson. You 
don’t have to feel guilty if you’re not a pillar of the mission 
service; be a buttress and support it from the outside.

It has been said that where we put our treasures, our 
heart will be (Matthew 6:21). A pastor from All Souls 
Church once said, “You know, the battle’s for the mind.” 
That’s where the battle is—for the mind. As Adventists 
we call it the Great Controversy. That’s where the battle 
is. Who’s going to have our mind? 

I heard a story once about this guy that had two 
greyhound dogs, one was black and one was white. 
Whenever he raced his dogs, if he bet on the white one, 
the white one always won. If he bet on the black one, the 
black one always won. He was always 100 percent right. 
And so somebody asked him one day, “How can you 
always be right?” He said, “It’s simple. If I want the black 
one to win, I feed the black one and I starve the white 
one. If I want the white one to win, I feed the white one 
and I starve the black one.” 

If you want your mind to be in the right place, feed it 
the right things. If you get involved in these projects and 
support them, your mind will go with it and it’s a good 
place to be! 

Chris Clouzet is assistant editor of the Alumni Journal 
and staff writer for the Alumni Association. He loves trail 
running and writes from Loma Linda.

Tropical Health Alliance Foundation
www.thaf.org

“When a house is on fire, Churchmen, Dissenters, 
Methodists, Papists, Moravians, Mystics, are all 
welcome to bring water.” –John Newton

following the event, the same author wrote that it “was a 
step in a different direction, and according to comments 
from those in attendance, it was a step in the right direction. 
It was a success both scientifically and financially, and it is 
hoped that more and better ones are to come.”2

The articles referenced above were written by one of 
the founders of our modern day APC. This graduate of the 
College of Medical Evangelists was a member of the small 
committee that planned the first APC (known in those 
days as the Annual Clinical Congress or ACC), which was 
held 83 years ago in Los Angeles, on Sunday, March 12, 
1933. The young physician, Roger W. Barnes ’22, eleven 
years out of medical school, also served as president of the 
Alumni Association during this time (1932-1933).

Dr. Barnes’ hope of better APCs to come continues year 
after year. A few years ago, an alumnus who was attending 
APC pulled me aside and boldly stated: “I love coming 
back to Loma Linda for APC and you want to know why?” 
Before I could answer, he said: “Because it is home. I can 
get Continuing Medical Education credit anywhere—even 
online. This is home. I am among fellow graduates who 
share my values; many of the faculty members remember 
me; and I like the spiritual emphasis.” Through the years, 
I have heard this story repeated in many different ways. 
The one-word theme is always the same—home. (To the 
millennials it would be: #home.) 

In many ways, the article found within the pages of 

this issue, “APC 2015: A Preview” (see page 22), mirrors 
the quotations from Dr. Barnes’ earlier article. The same 
words echo and re-echo over the chasm of time: planned 
... program ... organized ... demonstrations ... reservation 
... activities ... consider ... presentations … and we could 
go on. Dr. Barnes also opined: “Everybody loves the 
homecoming at Loma Linda.” Should you be fortunate 
enough to attend this year’s APC, think of Dr. Roger 
Barnes when his grandson, H. Roger Hadley ’74, current 
dean of the School of Medicine, takes the stage at the 
University Church and welcomes the School of Medicine 
graduates home. 

Although APC 1933 was a “step in a different direction,” 
the Alumni Association and the School continue the 
tradition—we are in “step in the right direction.” 

Endnotes:
1. Roger Barnes, “Alumni Clinical Congress,” The Journal 
of the Alumni Association College of Medical Evangelists 
(March 1933) Vol. 3, No. 7, p. 1.
2. Roger Barnes, “1932-33 Alumni Activities,” The Journal 
of the Alumni Association College of Medical Evangelists 
(August 1933) Vol. 4, No. 1, p. 1.

Dennis E. Park is former executive director of the Alumni 
Association and enjoys studying and writing about the 
history of the Association.

APC
A Step in a Different Direction
By Dennis E. Park, MA, ’07-hon

“In this issue [you will] find a tentative program which will answer many inquiries which 
have been coming to the alumni office. This program is not final. ... Suggestions will be 
appreciated. … It is being well organized. … Everyone will have plenty to see and learn. … 
Several alumni [will] give five-minute presentations on subjects which will be interesting 
and instructive to the rest of us. There will be a meeting of the Ladies’ Auxiliary ... followed 
by a social gathering. ... It is certain everyone will have an enjoyable time. With this Journal 
you will find a card for your reservation. Please send it in immediately. ... March is almost 
here, so send the reservation card in now.”1

T he above is a compilation of quotations from an Alumni Journal article promoting an Annual 
Postgraduate Convention (APC) some years ago. Although a little stilted in its style as it exhorted 
the school of medicine alumni to attend, the author got his point across. In a second article 
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We have planned many valuable seminars for your 
continuing education credit, enjoyable musical programs 
and special guests, and meaningful spiritual services. 
There will also be a walking tour of the campus and 
two ultrasound workshops available. And of course, the 
highlight of the special weekend will be the Monday 
night gala, held this year for the first time at the beautiful 
Riverside Convention Center.

If you’re reading this journal at home, you should 
already have received your registration brochure in the 
mail. There, you will find all the information you need 
to become acquainted with and register for this exciting 
weekend. In these next few pages we will present some 
of the upcoming highlights at this year’s APC weekend.

Please thoughtfully consider joining us for APC this 
year. Invite your classmates! We hope to see you there.

I n just a few weeks, hundreds of alumni, family, and peers will be gathering for the 83rd Annual 
Postgraduate Convention here on the campus of Loma Linda University. This APC weekend promises 
to be full of many valuable activities—you don’t want to miss it. 

APC 2015: A Preview
March 6-9, 2015

Sunday: Specialty Symposiums
General Surgery
Otolaryngology
Orthopedic Surgery
Plastic Surgery

Monday, March 9

Physician Vitality Conference

This new format for Monday’s sessions features six 
presentations focused on the topic of physician 

vitality, which is the sense of deep contentment with 
life, personal relationships, and one’s career that marks 
a satisfying career experience. 

Featured Speaker: Danielle Ofri, MD, PhD
Dr. Ofri is an attending 
physician at Bellevue 
Hospital and associate 
professor of medicine at New 
York University School of 
Medicine. She is the author 
of “What Doctors Feel: 
How Emotions Affect the 
Practice of Medicine,” as well 
as other acclaimed books 
on physician experience in 
medicine and patient care. She gave the opening 
session of TEDMED 2014 talks at the Kennedy 
Center, and is co-founder and editor-in-chief of the 
“Bellevue Literary Review.” 

Danielle Ofri writes regularly for the New York 
Times about medicine and the doctor-patient 
relationship. Her essays also appear in the Los 
Angeles Times, the Washington Post, the San Francisco 
Chronicle, the New England Journal of Medicine, the 
Lancet, and on CNN.com and National Public Radio.

Her essays have been selected for Best American 
Essays (twice) and Best American Science Writing. She 
is the recipient of the John P. McGovern Award from the 
American Medical Writers Association for “preeminent 
contributions to medical communication.”

Historical Walking Tour of 
LLU Campus—Friday
Led by Richard Schaefer

Two Ultrasound Workshops 
attendance limited

Friday: Introduction to Point-of-Care Ultrasound 
Workshop

Sunday: Musculoskeletal Ultrasound and Joint 
Injection Workshop

Scientific Program Highlights

Several of last year’s honored alumni pose at the 2014 APC Gala with H. Roger Hadley ’74, dean of the School of Medicine 
(far left), and P. Basil Vassantachart ’79-B, president-elect of the Alumni Association (far right). The awardees, from left to 
right: Thomas E. Hamilton ’73-A, George L. Juler ’52, Mark E. Reeves ’92, H. Del Schutte Jr. ’84, and W. John Wilbur ’76-B. 
(Honored alumnus not pictured: Tamara L. Thomas ’87.)

APC Registration
You should have received your registration packet in the mail (if you did not receive one, please contact our 
office). You may also register online at www.llusmaa.org. For more information, please call our office at 
909-558-4633. We look forward to seeing you at APC 2015!

Featured Speakers
Sigve K. Tonstad, PhD, ’79-A
Associate Professor of Religion  
Loma Linda University
Jack W. Provonsha Lectureship  
“Our Ministry of Healing:  
Three Elements Certain to Endure” 

Christopher B.D. Lavy, MD
Senior Research Fellow and Professor 
Nuffield Department of Orthopedics  
University of Oxford, United Kingdom
Harold Boyd Lectureship 
“Children’s Orthopedics in Africa—
What is the Need?” 

Foad Nahai, MD
Professor of Plastic Surgery 
Emory University, Atlanta, GA
Thomas Zirkle Symposium
"Advances in Aesthetic Surgery"

Visit our online media hub, The Central Line, for photos and videos from APC 2014:

www.thecentralline.llusmaa.org

A P C  2 0 1 5
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Worship Program
Morning Devotionals 
Centennial Complex
Friday, Sunday, Monday at 7:45 a.m.
Speaker: Karl Haffner

Friday Evening Vespers 
Loma Linda University Church  |  7:00 p.m.
Speaker: Karl Haffner
Karl Haffner is the senior pastor at the Kettering SDA Church 
and a mission strategist for Kettering Health Network. He 
loves to travel and preach and is a prolific writer.

Sabbath Worship Services
Loma Linda University Church
9:00 a.m., 10:25 a.m. (Re:Live*), and 11:45 a.m.
by pastor Randy Roberts, senior pastor 

The SM 25th Anniversary Class is organizing Sabbath 
School at the Randall Amphitheater, 10:30 a.m., as well as 
presenting a mission feature at the Re:Live* service at LLUC.
(*a Young Adult Contemporary Service)

Medical Auxiliary Mission Vespers
“Open Hearts Open Arms” 
Loma Linda University Church  |  Sabbath at 4:30 p.m.

APC Gala 
Monday, March 9 at 7:00 p.m. 
(Social Hour begins at 6:00 p.m.)
New Venue: Riverside Convention Center (near The Mission Inn)
Featured Entertainment: Barbara McAfee
Barbara McAfee is a singer/songwriter and speaker who blends practical content, 
sophisticated humor, and thought-provoking questions on topics including voice, 
leadership, and engagement. She is the author of Full Voice: The Art & Practice of 
Vocal Presence, produces CDs of her music, and is founder of the Morning Star 
Singers, a volunteer hospice choir in the Twin Cities. 

Saturday Night Program
Ticketed Event
Loma Linda University Church  |  7:30 p.m.

Featuring: California Baptist University Choir and Orchestra
The premier performance group includes 150 singers and 
instrumentalists led by nationally acclaimed conductor Dr. 
Judd Bonner, dean of the school of music.

Pioneer  Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Slate Room
Wong Kerlee Conference Center
Alumni Office
llusmaa@llu.edu
909-558-4633 

1947 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Wong Kerlee Conference Center 
Robert and Gladys Mitchell
bgmitc@verizon.net

1948 Saturday, March 7, 12:30 p.m.
LLU Medical Center Cafeteria
Frank Damazo
thedamazos@aol.com

1952 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m. 
Hispanic Room
Wong Kerlee Conference Center 
Roy and Betty Jutzy
rvaljut@yahoo.com

1953-A Sunday, March 8, 5:00 p.m.
Coggin Residence
Robert Horner
rlhhands@gmail.com

1954 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Slate Room (joining Pioneer Class 
reunion)
Wong Kerlee Conference Center 
Edgar O. Johanson
eojohanson@gmail.com

1955 Saturday, March 7, 12:30 p.m.
Hilton Garden Inn
1755 S. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Ralph and Berryl Longway
ralphlongway@gmail.com

1956 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Shearer Heidar Room
Wong Kerlee Conference Center 
Rodney Willard, Leo Herber
lherber@cox.net

1959 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Slate Room (joining Pioneer Class 
reunion)
Wong Kerlee Conference Center
Richard Jensen
dickjdoc@aol.com

1960 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Chonkich Residence
George Chonkich
gchonkich@gmail.com

1961 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Faculty Dining Room
Coleman Pavilion
Ed and Bev Krick
ebhk@verizon.net

1963 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Napoli Italian Restaurant
24960 Redlands Blvd. 
Loma Linda, CA 92354
Lamont Murdoch
lmurdoch@llu.edu

1964 Sunday, March 8, 5:00 p.m.
Los Alamitos Race Course
4961 Katella Ave. 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
John Mace & Ed Allred
eallred@losalamitos.com

1965 Sunday, March 8, 5:00 p.m.
Riverside Convention Center, 
Ballroom A & B
3637 Fifth St. 
Riverside, CA 92501
Richard and Missy Rouhe
mrouhe@aol.com

1970 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Wettstein Residence
Wendell and Pat Wettstein
ws70goat@att.net

1975 Sunday, March 8, 6:00 p.m.
Mu Restaurant
309 W. State St.  
Redlands, CA 92373
Douglas Deming
ddeming05@msn.com

1980-A & B  Saturday, March 7, 6:30 p.m.
Napoli Italian Restaurant
24960 Redlands Blvd. 
Loma Linda, CA 92354
Steve Hildebrand, Virgil Nielsen, 
Ruth Koch
virgil.nielsen@gmail.com

1986 Saturday, March 7, 1:30 p.m.
Stottlemyer Residence
Marilene Wang
mbwang@ucla.edu

1990 Saturday, March 7, 6:30 p.m.
Redlands Country Club
1749 Garden St. 
Redlands, CA 92373
Andrew Chang, Steve Hodgkin
achangmd90@yahoo.com

Class Reunions

If you are organizing your class reunion and do not see your 
information listed here, please contact our office at 909-558-4633.
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James E. Appel ’00 slapped a frustrated palm against the 
VW emblem of the van’s steering wheel. We wouldn't be 
getting out of this easily.

Calvin Chuang, Alumni Association videographer, 
and I had arrived in Chad two weeks earlier at the end 
of the rainy season. Our goal was to return home with 
footage for a documentary about five Loma Linda 
University (LLU) physicians working alongside the local 
health care providers in Chad. 

We’d already spent five days at Bere Adventist Hospital 
with a courageous, gutsy, and kind duo, Olen ’07 and 
Danae R. Netteburg ’06. Working alongside Danae was 
her 80-year-old father, Francis Rollin Bland ’68, and his 
wife Dolores. Leaving Bere, we traveled to the Moundou 
Surgery Clinic where we witnessed the daily routines 
and challenges facing Scott A. Gardener ’85 and his wife 
Becki, as they, along with a gracious and hardworking 
staff, ran an orthopedics surgery center—the only one in 
the country.

Our last story “stop” on the documentary trip turned 
out to be more of a moving rendezvous with Dr. Appel 
on his cross-country drive to a region in the far East 
of Chad, near the Sudanese border. Five years earlier, 
after hearing of the medical work at other Adventist 
missions in the country, one of the prominent Muslim 

More Than Medicine
Exploring the Many Aspects of Medical Missions
By Emily Star Poole, contributing writer

families had invited the Adventists to build a medical 
facility in their village. The community gifted land to the 
project and the first phase of the hospital was building 
“Eco-Domes” using Cal-Earth superadobe technology 
of walls fashioned out of long, snakelike tubes and filled 
with earthen material. The design would aid in insulating 
the hospital during Chad’s brutally hot dry season. Dr. 
Appel and his family would be moving to that area and 
if we could get the van out of the wadi, the plan was to 
meet with local leaders onsite in order to plan for the next 
stage of construction.

With water still filling the floor at our feet, we jumped 
out and unloaded the baggage to keep it dry. Everyone 
was ordered to get to the back of the car and leverage our 
body weight against the van. But it moved mere inches 
before settling back into the hole. Abraham tried to 
round up enough manpower to push the van up the bank, 

T he 1970s "vanogambulance" had been as generous with us as we could have expected after a 
500-mile road trip through sub-Saharan Chadian desert. And yet, when the wheels got stuck 
in a wadi and water began flooding in through the doors, it wasn't hard to be disappointed. 

(Opposite page) Top: Olen A.L. Netteburg ’07 directs song service for the children’s Sabbath school at the local church near 
Bere Adventist Hospital. Bottom: Danae R. Netteburg ’06 buys produce with her boys, Lyol and Zane, from local vendors 
who pass by the family’s home on the hospital compound.

With water still filling the floor at our feet, we jumped 
out and unloaded the baggage to keep it dry. Everyone 
was ordered to get to the back of the car and leverage 
our body weight against the van. But it moved mere 
inches before settling back into the hole.
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but everyone passing by had an excuse—“somewhere 
important to be.”

Just then, a young Chadian woman arrived on the 
scene. In one of Chad’s 20-plus dialects she chattered off 
what seemed to be a lecture for the men who had refused 
to help. After listening to her speech, the men sidled 
alongside us to help push. With the added muscle, we 
managed to get the van up the bank. I asked Abraham 
what the woman had told the men that had made them 
change their mind. He said, "She told them, 'You go help 
them because they have come to build a hospital here, 
and someday you're going to need their help!'"

No sooner had the van reached dry ground than a 
crack in the van's air intake was discovered. The hole 
had been letting water into every nook and cranny of the 
engine—a vehicle’s death sentence in many cases. Luckily, 
Dr. Appel called a Chadian mechanic friend who walked 
him through the process of emptying the engine by hand. 
It took four hours of bouncing on the van's bumper, 
turning the engine over by hand, stuffing cloth into the 
flooded compartments, and repairing the cracked intake 
tube before it seemed that the engine might be dry and 
might, possibly start.

At some point near the end of the reparation process, 
a large metal bowl of noodles and goat meat had been 
delivered on the side of the road for us. We hadn't eaten 
since morning and because we hadn't planned on being 

stranded, we hadn't packed any food. Not knowing where 
the meal had come from, Abraham asked around and 
found that it was the kindness of the same woman. She 
had gone home, made a fire, and cooked what would 
have been more than a day’s worth of food for her family, 
for us. The van miraculously started and we made it to 
the Eco-Domes that evening. 

In all of our visits to our LLU physicians in Chad, we 
sensed that their work extended beyond the OR. In fact, 
many of them hold the roles of administrator in their 
hospital, parent to their children, Sabbath school leader 
in their church, and even vanagambulance driver when 
the need arises. And lastly, all of our missionaries are 
placed in communities with their neighbors. They are in 
a position of giving and receiving the love of God within 
these neighborhoods or villages. In Romans 12:1-2 (The 
Message), Paul makes our task so simple as Christians. He 
writes, "So here’s what I want you to do, God helping you: 
Take your everyday, ordinary life—your sleeping, eating, 
going-to-work, and walking-around life—and place it 
before God as an offering. Embracing what God does for 
you is the best thing you can do for him. Don’t become so 
well-adjusted to your culture that you fit into it without 
even thinking. Instead, fix your attention on God. You’ll 
be changed from the inside out. Readily recognize what 
he wants from you, and quickly respond to it. Unlike the 
culture around you, always dragging you down to its level 
of immaturity, God brings the best out of you, develops 
well-formed maturity in you."

In this feature, we’re sharing stories of what a medical 
missionary's life looks like beyond the hospital. From a 
recent graduate’s adventures in a new culture to a long-
term missionary’s outreach to new members of his 
church, there is much more to a medical missionary’s 
experience than performing C-sections and treating 
malaria. Keep reading for an exploration into the many 
aspects of medical missions. 

Emily Star Poole is a contributing writer for the Alumni 
Journal. She married Tommy last September and writes 
from Walla Walla, Washington.

In all of our visits to our LLU physicians in Chad, we 
sensed that their work extended beyond the OR. In 
fact, many of them hold the roles of administrator in 
their hospital, parent to their children, Sabbath school 
leader in their church, and even vanagambulance 
driver when the need arises.

My feet throbbed as I trudged up the dusty dirt 
path before me. I had embarked on a seven-mile 

backpacking trip through the rolling hills of Nepal 
with the Pathfinders of the local church, and each step 
seemed to sap all the energy out of me. Nearby, I saw 
my friends and co-missionaries Keeban C. Nam ’14 and 
Andrew Yoo ’15 exhibiting some of the same symptoms 
of exhaustion I was experiencing. 

We had been in Nepal for two weeks, and a few days 
prior were lamenting about how we wished we could have 
had more interaction with the people on a spiritual level. 
For the most part, we had been shadowing physicians 
at the hospital, and outside of medical work we felt like 
we were not quite making a difference in anyone’s life. 
Interestingly enough, the day after having that particular 
conversation, the Pathfinder director, Sonia Cardona, 
asked us if we would be interested in being chaperones 
for their annual camping trip. It was almost as if God 
had heard us talking and decided to take matters into His 
own hands!

While on the long hike, we had the opportunity to 
meet all the kids and get to know them better. There 
were 30 to 40 of them in all, and I must say, I learned 
that nobody has as much resilience and perseverance 
as Nepali children. While my body was struggling with 
every little step to get up the mountainside, I would look 
and see the kids around me carrying their backpacks up 
the same path with ease. They diligently traversed along 
the steep incline, and never complained or got angry. 
When we finally made it to the highest point of our hike, 
the children congratulated each other and uplifted one 
another, singing songs like “This is the Day” to praise God 
for getting them through the difficult hike. It impressed 
me so much to see such determination in these kids, and 
it would only continue throughout the trip.

Even at the campsite, they impressed me. They 
cleared the area of brush, set up the tents on their own, 
found stones to build a fire pit, and even cooked dinner! 
I was blown away by how resourceful and hardworking 
they were. They were definitely earning their Pathfinder 
badges! As the weekend went on, we were able to talk 
and play with the kids, and really start to connect with 
them. I found myself caring about them and wanting 
to get to know them more. However, it wasn’t until 
mid-Sabbath afternoon when I truly felt the presence of 
God in our group. 

We’d spotted gray storm clouds developing out in 
the distance. We had not prepared for a storm and knew 

The Pathfinder Prayer
by Bradley J. Cacho ’14 

that if it rained the whole trip would be ruined. I was not 
prepared to wring out a soaking tent in wet shoes and 
socks! I didn’t even have many extra clothes, so I really 
didn’t appreciate the look of the dark sky around us. 

Sonia gathered the group together and told us to 
go to our tents and pray that God would help calm the 
storm. She was convinced that if we all prayed together, 
God’s power would be revealed. My tent mates—Keeban, 
a Walla Walla University student missionary named 
Andrew Rapp, three of the Nepali kids named Abhilekh, 
Alex, and Prateek, and myself—went to our tent and 
prayed that God would blow away the clouds. In my 
mind, I was sure we’d be drenched by nightfall. Still, the 
entire group was praying for a miracle and I thought I 
might as well pray for God’s help, too. 

After our prayer session, we stayed in the tent for a 
little while longer to avoid any rain. When we finally 
emerged from the shelter, I was astounded to see that the 
clouds had all gone away and had completely sidestepped 
our campsite! I looked out in the distance and could see 
the storm clouds moving away—not a single drop of rain 
fell upon us. God literally blew the clouds away from our 

In the back, left to right, Andrew Rapp (Walla Walla University 
student missionary), Andrew Yoo ’15, Keeban C. Nam ’14, and 
Bradley J. Cacho ’14 pose during a backpacking trip with pathfinders 
in Nepal during the medical students’ summer mission elective.

In my mind, I was sure we’d be drenched by nightfall. Still, the 
entire group was praying for a miracle and I thought I might as 
well pray for God’s help, too. 

Scott A. Gardner ’85 disinfects produce in the kitchen 
sink at his home on the Bere Adventist Hospital 
compound.
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A Look at the Culture of Phuket, Thailand
by Traci W. Bailey ’14

P huket is a small island off the Western coast 
of Thailand in the beautiful Andaman Sea. 
For many, it is a vacation destination, given 

its white sand beaches, friendly locals, and renowned 
nightlife. As a fourth-year medical student on a mission 
elective with one of my classmates, I was privileged enough 
to call Phuket home for a month. Unlike the tourists, 
however, we lived there much closer to the way locals do, 
far from the beaches and the nightlife, submersed in a 
culture that is in so many ways the polar opposite of our 
own. During this medical mission experience, every day 
was a wonderful adventure—even the most mundane 
tasks were exciting and new. 

For most people on the 20-kilometer-wide island, 
the main source of transportation is a 125cc moped. For 
about $150 a month, we rented a gold Suzuki Hayate, 
complete with two helmets and no need for any kind of 
foreign driver’s license. Initially, we did try to navigate 
the bus system of the island, which, according to the 
locals, is easy to use. Unfortunately, for a non-local, it is 
nearly impossible to determine exactly which bus will 
go where and whether or not a bus will come back near 
one’s starting point again. So, we began the adventure of 
navigating by ourselves a city where 90 percent of the 
signs are in Thai—of which I read none. Couple that 
with the fact that the streets are arranged completely 
randomly and nearly no one follows traffic laws and you 

Traci W. Bailey ’14 sips Thai iced tea from a bag during her 
summer mission elective in Phuket, Thailand.

Mopeds like the one Dr. Bailey rented in Phuket, Thailand, 
are parked on the side of a city street.

will understand exactly what I mean by adventure. In 
fact, the number one reason for a visit to the emergency 
room in Phuket is a moped accident. I can’t count the 
number of times I felt my life drawing to a close as we 
whizzed through the streets of Phuket. The once ordinary 
task of simply getting from point A to point B became 
more exciting than any amusement park ride.

Grocery shopping was another adventure on the 
island of Phuket. Food can be acquired from big name 
supermarkets like the Big C, which is similar in many 

ways to any supermarket in the U.S. But, to go to where 
the locals shop, you must venture to Supercheap. The 
best way to describe Supercheap is as a Costco built 
from corrugated sheet metal roofing, cardboard box and 
tarp walls, with a dirt floor that sells everything, and 
you guessed it: it’s all super cheap. The real adventure 
in Supercheap had nothing to do with its construction; 
no, it’s the layout that will get you every time. Laundry 
detergent shares an aisle with spaghetti; cat food and 
candy are on the same shelf, and you might see a stray 
kitten napping near the body wash. Supercheap isn’t just 
a store, it’s an experience. Not only that, but once you’ve 
bought your bulk items, you must figure out how to hang 
onto them all on the back of the moped while navigating 
the famous street traffic of Phuket. Getting home from 
the store has never been such a challenge! 

Dining out in Phuket can be anything from ordinary 
to fascinating, depending on the location. The island, 
being a tourist destination, has many Americanized 
places to eat, including multiple McDonald’s and KFCs. 
But it also has street food that is absolutely delicious. One 
of our first nights in Phuket, we walked down our street 
past some of the many food carts stationed there. We 
purchased food handed to us in baggies: curries with rice 
and noodles. At the next stall, we bought some Cha Yen, 
or Thai Iced Tea, that was also served up in a plastic bag. 
At Saphan Hin, the local park, the street food featured 
50-cent crepes filled with banana cream and Nutella; and 
with a 50-cent Thai tea to go with it from the next stall 
over, we had a delicious snack for only a dollar. The best 
part was, drinking from a bag was perfect on the back of 
a moped! 

Open-air markets were another adventure that we 
regularly embarked upon. The largest one on the island 
was difficult to access; the simplest way being to travel up 
the wrong side of the road, then slip into the makeshift 
driveway. One never knew what would be found while 
meandering through the stalls. While my classmate 
purchased fruit, the vendor would hand me sample pieces 
to try, simply because I looked so interested in the various 
fruits I’d never seen before. Prickly rambutan, hard-shelled 
mangosteen, and perfect Phuket mangos soon became my 
favorites. Walking through, the other aisles were lined with 
colorful Thai chili peppers, meat was being butchered, and 
fresh fish were swimming in buckets. There were fried 

bugs for snacks and children and stray dogs running 
and playing while the adults bought ingredients for the 
week’s meals. Everything was in such stark contrast to the 
experiences I was used to in the U.S. 

While on the island, we were lucky to be a part of one 
of the biggest festivals in the Thai culture: Songkran, 
Thai New Year. It is the festival of water, where the 
tradition is that water washes away the old and brings 
in the new, and the application of a chalk and menthol 
paste to the face is a form of blessing for the new year. 
In modern times, it has turned into a nationwide water 
fight. Being on the back of a moped during Songkran 
means one thing: getting wet! People line the streets 
with buckets of icy water to dump on passersby, and 
truckloads of people drive past drenching those below. 
I received so many menthol chalk blessings that day 
that the clothing I wore will forever be pink. To see 
and experience how another culture celebrates their 
New Year is a unique insight into the culture. Even as 
a foreigner in the country, I was treated with the same 
warmth and openness that the locals showed each other. 
Everyone included us in the celebration. 

My time in Thailand was one of the best experiences 
of my life. Not only was I privileged enough to help at 
Mission Hospital on the island, I truly experienced 
another culture. Unlike tourists who come for a week 
of beaches by day and debauchery by night, I saw and 
experienced the way the Thai people of Phuket live. That 
was a blessing that is truly irreplaceable. 

campsite. I had never seen such an immediate response 
to prayer, and I have to admit, God humbled my cynicism 
and exhibited His divine providence over us. It was one of 
the few times I felt God was truly real and tangible to me, 
and I knew it was because of the sincere prayers of these 
people. Their faith in Him strengthened my own faith.

My trip to Nepal was a medical mission trip, but I 
realized that my main purpose was not fulfilled through 
medicine. It was fulfilled through the people I met there 
and the relationships I made with them. Because of them, 

I was able to experience God at a time when I was in dire 
need of Him. They showed me what it is like to truly have 
faith. They demonstrated real perseverance, patience, 
and determination. My trip would have been nothing 
without these Pathfinders and I cannot thank them 
enough for the difference they made in my life. Mission 
work in service to others is a privilege that we have as 
medical evangelists, but often God chooses to reveal His 
character to us through His faithful people all around the 
world—kids included. 

I received so many menthol chalk blessings that day 
that the clothing I wore will forever be pink. To see and 

experience how another culture celebrates their New 
Year is a unique insight into the culture.

I can’t count the number of times I felt my life drawing to 
a close as we whizzed through the streets of Phuket. The 

once ordinary task of simply getting from point A to point B 
became more exciting than any amusement park ride.
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The Meaning of Missions
by Olen A.L. Netteburg ’07

Monday—Had morning meeting with the employees. 
Patient came in, made tough diagnosis. That’s why I 
was there. I’m a good doctor. It was the meaning of my 
mission. Fired two nurses for sleeping together. Cleaning 
house was my meaning of missions.

Tuesday—Called in for emergency. I’m an excellent 
emergency physician. Job well done. Met with hospital 
accountant. Numbers look way off, but there’s money in 
the cash drawer. Whatever. Keeping this place making 
money carries some meaning to my mission. Fired 
another nurse for being drunk. A little fire and brimstone 
is my meaning of missions.

Wednesday—Led staff worship. That’s right. I’m being 
an awesome missionary. Met with local authorities. Fired 
a lab guy for stealing money.

Thursday—Another morning staff meeting, followed 
by hospital board meeting until 4:00 p.m. Apparently 
committees are the meaning of my mission. Fired… 
nobody. It was an off day. The meeting went long, after all.

Friday—Fired a guy for not showing up. Again. Fired 
another guy for stealing a mattress. Two-fer!!! Made up 
for yesterday. Vespers.

Sabbath—Had had a week just chock full of the 
meaning of mission. Tired, wanted to stay home and 
listen to a sermon on the computer. My wife, Danae ’06, 
was also tired.

Nonetheless she said, “Dear, wouldn’t it be fun to go 
out into the village?”

What I heard: “Dear, wouldn’t it be fun for you to drive 
the motorcycle with me and our three children on the 
back through the sand in 120-degree heat while Chadians 
run behind pointing and shouting ‘Nasara! Nasara! 
Nasara!’?” (Nasara is a Chadian term for foreigner; it is 
not derogatory.) 

I replied, “My darling, I love you too much to expose 
you to the risks of heat exhaustion, motorcycle crashes, 
and sweat stains. After all, my week has been just so full 
of missions, I don’t know if I can move.”

But she’s much too brave to fear these silly risks and 
with her gentle and persuasive missionary spirit she 
replied, “Sweetheart, I really think it would be fun. Let’s 
go, shall we?”

I replied sagely, “Wouldn’t it be just delightful to stay? 
We have so many wonderful sermons on the computer 
we could listen to. I’m just so exhausted from being such 
a good missionary this week.”

She prodded ever so tenderly, “Man up. Grab the 
keys and get your butt on the motorcycle.” We have three 
young children, so she instinctively started, “One… 
Two… Two point five…”

I’ve been in this situation often enough to know my 
wife is not great at math and doesn’t do quarters. Two 
point five is as high as she goes. I nevertheless continued 
with my argument—in my mind. My mouth said, “Yes, 
dear.” And I made it onto the bike before she got to three.

My 5-year-old hopped on the front. I reached around 
him to grab the handlebars. My 3-year-old hung on 
behind me, followed by my wife with our baby strapped 
to her back, Chadian-style. There is no Child Protective 
Services in Chad.

We drove off searching for a Fulani village we had 
stumbled across a couple weeks earlier. They are nomads. 
Danae loves their culture—how they braid their hair, 
their clothing, their language, their animals, their 
children. She loves befriending them and taking pictures 
with them, then turning around the camera and showing 
them what they look like on the screen.

Yeah, I think they’re pretty neat too. Except they don’t 
have any houses and just sleep in the middle of all their 
pooping animals and I always need to do some ridiculous 
tip-toeing Charlie Chaplin dance through the donkey 
dung just to get close enough to say hi.

We found their camp. It was abandoned.
As you can surely imagine, I was just devastated to turn 

the motorcycle back home so quickly into our outing.
Driving home through another village, we saw some 

kids playing at a drilled well. It was foot pump operated 
and they were jumping up and down on it like a game 
and playing in the refreshing water that came out the 
other end. It looked inviting.

We parked the motorcycle under a mango tree and 
meandered over to the kids. They noticed us coming and 
had the typical Chadian child response. Half screamed 
and ran to hide. The other half ran straight up to us and 
then screamed. We played on the well’s foot pump. We 
pumped water for the ladies who came. We exchanged 
smiles. We practiced our Nangere tongue. They laughed 
at us. We laughed at ourselves. Of course, the only 
Nangere we know is medical, so perhaps they thought it 
humorous that our greetings included questioning if they 

were vomiting and having diarrhea.
Our thirsts slaked and fun had, we walked back over 

to the motorcycle. The kids followed, as did the more-
timid adults.

Danae took off her wrap and threw it on the ground. 
She then sat down on it with the baby. Other kids came 
and sat down with her. She started quizzing them. Who’s 
Christian? Who knows the Bible? Who knows the story 
of Noah?

They were all Christian, but nobody knew the story 
of Noah. In French, my wife recounted the story as I sat 
back and observed. She started singing, and they joined 
in as she taught the simple “Jesus’ Love is A-Bubbling 
Over,” which we had translated into the local languages. 
We taught and sang more songs.

We asked who had prayed in the last week. Not a 
single one of these Christians had prayed, or was brave 
enough to at that moment. By now our group was at least 
70, maybe more. And so we prayed. Simple, simple stuff.

It was nearing lunch and my stomach was rumbling. 
So we saddled up the motorcycle once again, some 
missionary equivalent of clowns in a VW beetle.

As we pulled away, the crowd stopped us. They asked, 
“C’est comme ca?” (It’s like that?) You’re just going to 
leave? You come, you teach us the Bible, you teach us 
songs, you teach us to pray, then you leave? This is not 
good! Will you not return next Saturday?

I discovered the meaning of missions, taught to me 
by my wife and children. That village still has somebody 
come visit them every Saturday, to share another Bible 
story, to sing songs, and to teach them to pray. Regularly, 
there are more than 100 souls there. We have been asked 
to build a church.

We have found our meaning. We have found our 
mission. We know God calls everybody to different 
things. But God calls everybody. Have you spent enough 
time with Him to know how He calls you? Do you have 
the courage to follow Him?

Care to come join us? Care to find your mission? 
Care to find meaning? If God is calling you to the “First 
World,” that’s okay. If God is calling you to the “Third 
World,” that’s okay too. Let us know how He calls you and 
we’ll be thrilled to encourage you to follow His calling. 

The Netteburg family sit for a photo last summer with Francis Rollin Bland ’68 and his wife Dolores, parents of Danae 
R. Netteburg ’06. They they all serve together at Bere Adventist Hospital in Bere, Chad.

They were all Christian, but nobody knew the story of Noah. In 
French, my wife recounted the story as I sat back and observed. 
She started singing, and they joined in as she taught the simple 
“Jesus’ Love is A-Bubbling Over,” which we had translated into 
the local languages. We taught and sang more songs.

S unday—Church board meeting, 8:00 a.m., followed by school board meeting… until 1:00 p.m. 
Seriously? Do you people really have no clue what a budget is? I educated them. It was my 
meaning in missions.
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X-rays: à la Cameroon Style
by Trixy J. Franke ’06

I hate doctors. Yes, I know… I am a doctor. That 
doesn’t mean I like being sick, being a patient, being on 
the “other side,” per se. When the roles are reversed, my 
stomach churns with anxiety and my palms sweat with 
fear. I make a very good doctor. I make a lousy patient.

But, pain is an unremitting taskmaster. It’s funny how 
convincing she can be.

The receptionist smiled at me as I approached the 
radiology suite along the main road in Buea. I often 
walked past with my dog for our afternoon walks. Most 
of our client-patients utilized their radiology services for 
X-rays, so the staff knew me well.

“Good afternoon,” I greeted the receptionist. I looked 
around the front room of the office. Only a couple of 
young men—I couldn’t tell if they were supposed to be 
working or potential clients—lounged against the wall 
in conversation.

“I want to make an X-ray,” I addressed the receptionist.
“For you?” Her eyes startled open half an inch.
I nodded. “Yes.” (So much for an incognito entrance.)
The receptionist turned and walked into the back. I 

had no idea why she’d left so abruptly but I wanted an 
X-ray, preferably now. So I stood at the counter, waiting, 
exchanging uneasy glances with the young men in the 
waiting area, all of us probably wondering what the other 
was thinking.

“The doctor says it is okay,” the receptionist reappeared 
abruptly to my left.

I turned to face her. “Oh, good.”
Just then, a very enthusiastic French-speaking 

radiology technician appeared from the back hallway.
“Vien, vien,” she motioned with her hands to follow.
“X-ray?” I hoped that the doctor had translated the 

instructions for which X-rays to obtain. I had serious 

doubts that she would otherwise know what to do.
“Please, God,” I breathed silently as I followed her 

to a small room in the back with an army-grade X-ray 
machine. It looked as if it had survived a few wars.

“Chest,” I pantomimed as my whirling dervish 
technician briefly paused in her swirling activity to 
contemplate her next move.

She nodded excitedly. A bit too enthusiastically for my 
comfort, I’m afraid. How could anyone be so enthused 
over a black and white photograph of someone’s insides? 
But, what else could I do? Hope for the best.

The technician’s face lighted up and suddenly she made 
up her mind. With rapid hand gestures she motioned for 
me to strip off my shirt.

“Now?” Like right now in front of her, with an open 
door and curious young gentlemen just around the 
corner? I hesitated.

“Now,” she nodded impatiently, with a look that said 
she couldn’t understand why in the world I’d dawdle to 
take off my shirt.

So, off came the shirt, and bra. I hung them on the 
door. She smiled happily and quickly scooted me over to 
the wall and the X-ray’s photo plate board. I turned one 
way. She frowned and turned me the other way.

We were like a mismatched dancing pair for a few 
awkward moments. She’d step one way and mumble 
French directions that I couldn’t understand. Perhaps 
they were French insults, but I’ll never know. She was 
smiling the entire time so who could tell?

She tried to direct my inept steps toward the correct 
arrangement. Left, no right, but not that much right. Shift 
forward, but not quite so far. She pushed and prodded 
me inches one way and then another way. Finally, she 
seemed satisfied that her subject matter—me—was 
properly posed.

“Stay,” she motioned with her palm and a big grin, 
clearly pleased at her success. I swallowed and tried to 
be the compliant client in spite of my misgivings. I really 
didn’t want to repeat this tango.

“Should I take a deep breath?” I figured somewhere 
in this process lungs should be inflated for a proper film.

The technician nodded her head earnestly. I wondered 
if there was anything she’d not agree to by this time. All the 
while, she chattered away in rapid-fire French. Whatever 
I thought she might be saying was truly a guess.

Sometime within my asking if I should hold a deep 
breath and her enthusiastic chatting, she took the X-ray. 
I still cannot pinpoint the precise moment, but she 
effortlessly came round from the back of the machine and 
indicated that I could shift from my nose-to-wall position. 

Another round of tango ensued for the second 
picture. The French technician tilted and bent my 

body to her tastes, cheerfully giving out instructions 
that could have been in Klingon for as much as I could 
understand. In spite of my foibles at anticipating her 
instructions, her smile never wavered. As I practiced 
being a human Gumby—remaining stationary after she 
shifted my limbs into the correct position—she clucked 
encouragingly. She was pleasant, at least. I focused on 
the other wall and basically tried not to stir. She stepped 
behind her machine, fussed over the knobs a bit, and 
finally re-emerged, still smiling.

“Done?” I asked hopefully. She had taken the correct 
number of films. I decided that was a promising sign that 
she’d also taken the correct views.

“Yes, yes,” she answered. She walked briskly off to 
develop the films. I reclothed myself, thankful the place 
didn’t have any other clients waiting. I’m not as modest as 
when I was a teenager, mind you. Still, I have noticed that 
white-man skin tends to attract an unwanted curiosity on 
the part of my darker-skinned community. Not the kind 
of attention I crave.

At the counter, I paid the customary fee ($10) for 
the X-ray. Turns out one of the young men lounging 
against the wall was supposed to be the cashier. X-rays 
in Cameroon are probably a bit cheaper than those in 
America. Granted, of course, there was no electronic 
data file available. And, although the radiology 
technician was happy with her work, the quality of the 
black and white film was a bit fuzzy in areas, with some 
developing fluid drips staining the lower portion. The 
good news: the pictures were adequate. I didn’t have to 
repeat them.

The other good news? The electricity went off just 
after my X-rays, not to return until the next day.

And the X-ray picture results? Well… the 
radiologist’s interpretation is at least unique. I doubt I’ll 
ever get another read on a chest X-ray that says, “Small 
heart!!!” I’m not sure if the triple exclamation marks 
were necessary. 

Dr. Franke completed her five-year term in Cameroon 
this past September. She and her husband, Bill Colwell, 
are settling down in Portland, Oregon, where she practices 
family medicine and continues to write. 

Trixy J. Franke ’06 and her husband, Bill Colwell, pose in traditional Bakweri tribal wear for a celebration with the 
first woman who delivered her baby at the Seventh-day Adventist Health Center in Buea, Cameroon, where Dr. Franke 
served for five years. The baby, held by Dr. Franke, was named after Dr. Franke’s mother, Antoinette. 

We were like a mismatched dancing pair for a few 
awkward moments. She’d step one way and mumble 
French directions that I couldn’t understand. Perhaps they 
were French insults, but I’ll never know. She was smiling 
the entire time so who could tell?

Medical care in Cameroon can be a little different as it is delivered in a culturally unique 
manner. Getting an X-ray in a foreign country can push one out of one’s comfort zone and 
yield surprising results.
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F or more than 21 years, my wife and I have 
been missionaries and have increasingly 
found that God leads us in different directions 

of focus in our ministry aside from my medical work in 
the hospital. Most recently, there are two areas He has 
led my wife and me into where we are able to minister in 
simple ways to the emotional and spiritual needs of those 
in our sphere of influence.

 First, I am an American physician licensed in both 
America and Thailand. While working in Thailand this 
allows me to reach out into some communities that a 
Thai doctor might not reach. One of these communities 
is American veterans. There are an estimated 6,000 
American veterans now living in Thailand, many from the 
Vietnam War who have remained in the country because 
they cannot afford to live in the U.S. after retirement. Some 
have conditions that have kept them from working, such 
as injuries and, especially, post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD). These veterans make claims to Veterans Affairs 
(VA) for service-connected conditions and the VA needs 
an American doctor to assess them and fill out the forms.

 A few years ago, the American Embassy in Bangkok 
found out there was an American doctor working at 
Mission Hospital (also known as Bangkok Adventist 
Hospital)—namely, me. Since the embassy coordinates 
the exams for VA, they asked me to examine a veteran. 
After that exam, they began sending me more and 

more veterans and now I examine two to four a week. 
Veterans have learned they can trust our hospital to be 
honest and fair. 

This is more than just work, it involves getting 
inside the lives of some of these veterans and, when it 
comes to PTSD evaluations, hearing about their worst 
experiences. This allows me to show sympathy and offer 
encouragement. Sometimes causes of PTSD include 
situations where a veteran has done something he regrets, 
which he cannot forget and feels guilty about. One man 
told me about the time he had traded vehicles with a friend 
of his, so he could drive his truck in a convoy leaving later 
in the day. The convoy this veteran was supposed to be in, 
in which his friend was now a part, was hit by a roadside 
bomb. The friend was killed. My patient discovered this 
when traveling in the later convoy and seeing the remains 
of his friend’s body being sent to the morgue. This man 
lives with terrible survivor’s guilt. He broke down in my 
office and I had to stop the exam and give him a break. 
I provided some counseling and comfort, even though 
he was not there for me to treat him. He now trusts me 
and comes to see me regularly for his hypertension and 
diabetes. He tells me he considers me not just his doctor, 
but a friend, and has come to see me for advice that has 
nothing to do with my care for him. 

Many of these veterans decide to come back and see 
me. There are those who, though having other doctors 
in Thailand who see them for regular medical problems, 
have decided to start seeing me for their regular care. 
A few drive four to six hours to see me for a patient 
visit. We are able to discuss their personal lives, and 
they talk with me as a friend, rather than coming for 
an in-and-out doctor’s refill visit. Some have even come 
to church, though not regularly. They all know I am a 
missionary doctor and many respond to that directly or 
indirectly. It is a mission I have here at the moment that 
I am hoping is planting seeds. I would encourage those 
of you who work with or know veterans to be friendly 
to them as well.

 The second mission my wife and I have been involved 
in has been the nurturing of new church members. Our 

church has had a large attrition rate for people coming 
into and then drifting away from the church. About 95 
percent of Thais are Buddhist, and the religion pervades 
the culture and country. Most men in Thailand will 
become a Buddhist monk for some weeks or months 
during their early adult years—essentially a coming-
of-age experience for many men. Christians who do not 
do this are sometimes viewed as not really being Thai. I 
have seen people rejected by their families for becoming 
Christians. The intense societal pressure makes it easy for 
new members to slide away from the church. Baptism is 
no small matter for a Thai person. They are often very 
social and family-oriented people, and if they do not 
develop supportive relationships in their new church 
family, many return to what is comfortable to them. 

My wife and I met a Thai couple that had made 
the courageous decision to explore Christianity. The 
husband had been visiting different churches, including 
the Mormon, Baptist, and then the Adventist. They didn’t 
seem to bond with any of our few Thai church members 
(foreigners make up the majority of our congregation) 
and began returning to the other churches where they 
felt more comfortable. 

One Sabbath, my wife and I saw them visiting again. 
We went over to them and got to know them a little bit. 
We found out the woman had been a patient of mine 
a few years before. This contact is one reason they had 
decided to visit the Adventist church. My wife saw 
their two girls, ages 5 and 7, and quickly brought them 
crayons and coloring pages from home, something she’s 
continued doing for them. Another Sabbath, the woman 
saw my English/Thai Bible. The Thai Bible is difficult to 
understand, even for Thais, and the woman had never 
read one before. I bought her and her husband the same 

Our Sphere of Influence
by Nick A. Walters ’89

Bible and they were thrilled. The girls were curious about 
the Bibles, so we also bought them both a children’s Bible. 

This couple has now been baptized for over a year 
and is attending regularly again. The woman even 
brought her mother to church last week. The girls call 
my wife Auntie, and me, Dr. Nick. We invited them 
to our house recently—along with other Thai church 
members so they could get to know each other—in 
celebration of the husband’s defense and passing of his 
doctoral dissertation. The couple has a blog where they 
post pictures and tell about their experiences at church, 
which they share with their Thai Buddhist friends. It’s 
amazing to see such new believers witnessing in this 
way as they grow in their faith. 

We are so grateful to see how the Lord has worked 
in their lives and that he has allowed us to be a part of 
His work. There is a battle between good and evil for new 
believers and I would encourage anyone reading this to 
consider nurturing new church members. 

We will continue to support this couple and other 
new members, and also pray that the seeds, planted in 
the hearts of the veterans I see will grow and take root in 
Jesus someday soon. It is a privilege and blessing for my 
wife and I to experience how God leads and enables us 
to minister in such a variety of ways to those in need. 

Dr. Walters works and writes from Bangkok Adventist 
Hospital in Bangkok, Thailand.

Nick A. Walters ’89 and his wife Phosfe (both in orange) 
pose with a Thai couple and their daughter who are new 
members at the church the Walters attend in Bangkok, 
Thailand.

I have seen people rejected by their families for becoming 
Christians. The intense societal pressure makes it easy for 
new members to slide away from the church.

A few drive four to six hours to see me for a patient 
visit. We are able to discuss their personal lives, and 
they talk with me as a friend, rather than coming for an 
in-and-out doctor’s refill visit.

The Mound City Chronicles
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY: A HEALTH SCIENCES INSTITUTION 1905-2005

This 336-page book by former School of Medicine Alumni 
Association executive director Dennis E. Park includes 
over 1,000 photographs, maps, and illustrations that 
tell Loma Linda’s story from its early days as a struggling 
town to an internationally known center of healing. 

Available at APC 2015 Registration
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morning, I was called into a meeting in Mrs. Carter’s 
office. Dr. Martin, Dr. Sonii, Steve, Gillian L. Seton ’08, 
the chaplain, and Mrs. Carter were all there.

I found out that Arabi, the emergency room nurse’s 
aide who took herself to JFK Hospital the week before to 
get tested for Ebola had been confirmed as positive. She’d 
received early treatment, but the ongoing treatment was 
dependent on Steve taking money, medicines, and supplies 
to JFK Hospital every day and bribing the staff to take care 
of Arabi. She was conscious, but had bloody diarrhea.

No one had heard from Aaron, one of the cleaning 
crew, either. He had been sick for over a week, taking 
malaria medicines at home and refusing to come in, go 
get tested for Ebola, or even let anyone see him. He had 
been having rectal bleeding that he claimed was from his 
hemorrhoids, but he wouldn’t let anyone examine him. 
He lived by himself. Steve went to visit him the day before 
and found the door locked. No one answered his loud 
banging. Gillian had told me earlier there was a rumor 

circulating that someone found him dead with his pupils 
fixed and dilated. That apparently hadn’t been confirmed. 

As a result, no midwives or nurses had shown up that 
day and only one nurse had come that night. The day of 
our meeting, there was one nurse, one midwife, and the 
outpatient department staff. Steve confirmed that many 
nurses and midwives had called him to say they were not 
coming in. Many of them had had contact with Arabi 
or with the same patients she did, and were frightened. 
Steve recommended that we temporarily close the 
hospital. Everyone seemed to be in agreement and after 
a brief discussion, we decided to close for three weeks, as 
a sort of quarantine since that was the incubation period 
for Ebola.

As of the following day, we weren’t seeing patients. 
If you were pregnant and needed to deliver, or had 
malaria, were anemic and needed a blood transfusion, or 
if you had a surgical emergency, you would have to find 
someplace else to treat you… if you could. Gillian and I 

and whatever nurses were willing to help agreed to take 
care of the inpatients until they were discharged. We only 
had six left after Gillian’s many discharges that day. The 
next, we would do the last operation on Titus to close his 
colostomy and then he would go home in two to three 
days. By Friday, SDA Cooper Hospital would be closed.

Meanwhile, later that morning, Bendu called me to go 
see Mr. Wennie. Mrs. Wennie was helping him stumble 
into his office. I followed them and saw Mr. Wennie 
sitting in a chair. He had an obvious right facial droop 
and was complaining of his left arm “not feeling raht.”

“His preshuh 150 ower 100, Doctuh,” said Bendu.
“Did he take his pressure medicine this morning?” I 

asked Mrs. Wennie.
“No, he diduhnt take it.”
I had her bring his medications and we gave them 

to him along with four baby aspirins. He could barely 
swallow, one pill rested on his outer lip and he choked 
on the water. All signs of a stroke. I got a container of 
yogurt from the refrigerator and brought it to him. He 
was able to swallow that along with the rest of his tablets. 
We laid him down on a mattress behind his desk. I called 
for oxygen. We waited to see what would happen.

Mrs. Wennie came back a half hour later to tell me 
Mr. Wennie had refused his oxygen. I went into his office. 
His facial droop was gone and he was sitting at his desk 
without oxygen. He was talking better but said his left 
arm still didn’t feel right. I spoke firmly with him about 
the need for oxygen and he finally laid down again and let 
us put the oxygen on. I went back to my office. 

Soon, I got a call to come see another “emuhguhncy 
in de cah.” A woman with a stroke three weeks before 
had gone to a clinic where she was diagnosed with 
“presshuh” and had been given a water tablet which she 
took for a few days and then stopped. She then went to a 
Chinese medical clinic. She showed me a bag filled with 
bottles labeled in Chinese and baggies of black pellets. 
Since yesterday evening she had been having right-sided 
seizures. I told her there was nothing we could really do 
except provide comfort care, so I sent her home with 
some medications.

As I took off my gloves and washed my hands in 
chlorine water before going back into the hospital, a man 
approached me holding a sick 7-year-old girl in his arms. 
She was semi-conscious, but otherwise looked healthy. 
Her temperature was normal. The man explained that she 
had had a headache the night before, with fever, and then 
convulsed that morning. I admitted her for treatment of 
cerebral malaria.

I realized suddenly that she may be the last patient I 
ever admitted there in Liberia… I couldn’t tell if I was 
relieved or sad. 

My Last Patient
By James E. Appel ‘00

AIMS Editorial
By William McGhee ’72, EdD 
GC Representative to AIMS

Deferred Mission Appointees 
(DMAs) are supported by our 

AIMS organization and are partly 
my responsibility. They begin 
their relationship with the General 
Conference while in medical or 
dental school. The physicians are 
supported while in residency; when 
specialty training is completed they 
go overseas to serve on a long-term 
basis. We now have 90 persons signed up as DMAs.

Months ago, when the Ebola epidemic began, DMAs 
Gillian L. Seton ’08 and, later, James E. Appel ’00, 
continued to treat non-Ebola patients at Seventh-day 
Adventist Cooper Hospital in Liberia. The hospital was 
temporarily closed in September 2014 when two of the 
staff there contracted Ebola and passed away.

You may already have read James Appel’s compelling 
piece about his last days in Liberia (page 38). Both he and 
Gillian returned to the U.S. when the hospital closed, and, 
after a self-imposed decontamination, rested from the 
intensive work in Liberia. Dr. Seton has since returned 
to Cooper Hospital and was joined by Greg Saunders ’85 
to help with surgeries there. They represent some of the 
wonderful graduates of our School of Medicine.

Janie Yoo ’06 and Paul Yoo SD ’08, both DMAs, 
are serving in Lusaka, Zambia. When I visited them 
it was remarkable to see the success of their work in 
Lusaka, with the continuing support of Adventist Health 
International. They are continuing their dedication in 
helping out medically and dentally while spreading the 
word of our gospel. 

AIMS recently decided to help support their work 
by pledging $30,000 for a piece of equipment for Dr. 
Yoo, highlighted in her article on page 40. AIMS’ ability 
to provide this support comes from your donations 
to fund this equipment. Another project is to enable 
medical students on mission trips to help with urgent 
needs they identify in the communities in which they 
serve. One hundred percent of your donations go to 
support these projects.

We continue to solicit your support and prayers as we 
plan for the future. 

James E. Appel ’00 poses with several of the medical and 
hospital staff at Seventh-day Adventist Cooper Hospital 
in Liberia this past fall during the Ebola crisis.

U ntil September 22, 2014, it had all been too good to be true. Seventh-day Adventist Cooper Hospital 
had been the only hospital in Monrovia, Liberia, to be open during the whole Ebola epidemic to 
that point. It had also been the only hospital without Ebola casualties among its staff. But that 

The AIMS Report is developed by the Association of 
International Medical Services. A part of the Alumni 
Association, it is an organization dedicated to the 
promotion of international health. aims.llusmaa.org
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Universal, Lions Club Germany, and CBM (Christian 
Blind Mission)—in an attempt to advance the cause of 
eye care in Zambia. This project was brought to fruition 
in 2001, working toward the goal of “Vision 2020,” a 
worldwide effort with the objective of bringing to an end 
all avoidable blindness by the year 2020. 

The Context
The first five to seven years were the “wonder years” at 
Lusaka Eye Hospital. The building infrastructure had 
been funded by Lions Club Germany. CBM provided 
most of the equipment necessary to provide eye care. Staff 
salaries and funding for consumables and operations were 
all completely provided. The eye hospital bus routinely 
arrived full of patients who were poor and blind. The 
wards were usually chock-full of patients either waiting 
for eye surgery or recovering from their surgery. The 
bus left the hospital full of patients who were still poor, 
but who now could see! Eye camps and outreach events 
were frequent, and cataract surgery numbers were at an 
all-time high. The reputation of Lusaka Eye Hospital had 
grown exponentially, and it had become one of the most 
well respected eye care centers in the entire country. 

But suddenly, donor funding dried up. Politics, 
miscommunication, power struggles, and jealousy all 
contributed to the courteous bowing out of each of the 
NGOs one by one, leaving this small SDA health care 
institution alone and destitute. Accustomed to providing 
virtually free eye care to the poorest of the poor and 
having 80% of its operating budget, including salaries 
for staff, funded by outside organizations, Lusaka Eye 
Hospital was left in a precarious position. Would it 
survive? Or would it, like many of our Adventist mission 
hospitals throughout the world, be buried in its own 
financial incapacity, shutting down because of its inability 
to become a self-sustaining entity, closing the chapter on 
that idealistic dream of making a difference in the lives of 
so many visually impaired and blind? 

Somehow, the Lord found it fit to sustain this little 
institution. It prevailed, although any businessman 
or gambling individual would have predicted a likely 

downfall. Lusaka Eye Hospital struggled through the 
years—from financial mismanagement scandals, to 
lack of adequate ophthalmology coverage (only one 
ophthalmologist on staff when three were needed), to 
periods of financial distress, resulting in huge amounts 
of indebtedness to the local union conference, to poor 
administrative management—but somehow it managed 
to survive despite these trials. 

The Predicament
In August of 2011, just 10 years after the eye hospital was 
founded, I arrived at Lusaka Eye Hospital as a medical 
missionary ophthalmologist, an Interdivision Employee 
of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. 
Having completed an ophthalmology residency at 
Loma Linda University in California and a fellowship in 
Cornea and Refractive Surgery at Massachusetts Eye and 
Ear Infirmary at Harvard Medical School, I was eager to 
be on the front lines of international ophthalmology. But 
just three months after my arrival, I was named Medical 
Director of the institution, and it was as I served as part 
of the leadership that I soon began to understand the 
predicament this institution faced. 

The situation at Lusaka Eye Hospital is not unique to 
its setting. In fact, it is a common story, not just among 
sister Adventist hospitals, but applicable to many eye 
care institutions throughout Africa, most of which rely 
heavily upon outside funding and support from partners 
and NGOs. The combination of the economic situation, 
the inability of the average poverty-stricken citizen to pay 
for reasonably priced health care services, and the lack of 
qualified eye care providers in developing countries leads 
to a situation where eye care institutions are helpless 

without extra support—financially, managerially, and in 
terms of human resource development. 

I believe it is a miracle that Lusaka Eye Hospital has 
been able to keep its doors open to this point. It remains 
a reputable eye care institution in the country. Each year, 
approximately 23,000 patients enter its doors seeking 
ophthalmic and optometric care and about 1,000 cataract 
surgery operations are performed. Since 2012, we have 
been able to create and abide by a modest operating budget, 
generating enough income to pay salaries for a 40-member 
staff as well as monthly expenses and consumables. Lusaka 
Eye Hospital has made its mark as a quality Seventh-day 
Adventist institution in the country of Zambia. 

The Need
However, the eye hospital continues to face challenges. 
It holds about $150,000 of debt. Free surgical outreach 
services and eye camps have been minimized due to the 
lack of outside funding. In fact, the majority of patients 
who are treated by Lusaka Eye Hospital staff are those 
who can afford to pay for the services we charge for, 
leaving the marginalized unaided and destitute. Finally, 
major upgrades in equipment and infrastructure have 
not been made, causing the once-modern facility to fall 
behind in its status as a leading, advanced eye care center. 

At this time, Lusaka Eye Hospital is outfitted with 
outdated equipment. In particular, the two eye lanes in 
the “Fast Lane,” intended to attract individuals of a higher 
socio-economic status, currently have old, second-hand 
ophthalmic chair/stand units whose hydraulics cease 
to function at the most inopportune times. None of 
the rooms have a modern visual acuity chart/projector, 
and the stand units attached to the chair do not have 
functioning parts. The slit lamps are also old and outdated. 

The optical service is one of the more profitable, 
income-generating branches of Lusaka Eye Hospital, 
however the optical lane is also old-fashioned, without 
the proper equipment. Currently, it is set up with a 
paper eye chart at the end of the room for visual acuity 
testing, a simple bench for patients to sit on, and a trial 
lens set. Missing from this room is an ophthalmic chair/
stand unit, a phoropter, an autorefractor, a slit lamp, 
and a modern visual acuity chart/projector. It is little 
wonder the reputation of the eye hospital is beginning 

to deminish, and those desiring high-quality eyewear are 
seeking optical shops in town that seem more modern. 

The Goal
Our current goal is to raise $30,000 to properly outfit 
two eye lanes with modern ophthalmic equipment. An 
additional $15,000 could potentially outfit one optometry 
lane as well. Please prayerfully consider partnering with 
us to make this a reality. It is a miracle the Lord has 
brought Lusaka Eye Hospital through its trials, however 
impossible the situation may have seemed. And it is 
through a miracle that the Lord will continue to sustain 
us, bringing on board supporters like you who will 
contribute in any small way to help revive and modernize 
God’s little institution in Zambia. As a result, we will 
continue to partner with Jesus Christ himself in bringing 
healing to the blind—both physically and spiritually. 

Eyes on the Prize
By Janie Yoo ’06

Make a Donation
To contribute toward updating the ophthalmic 
equipment in Zambia, send your check to: 

AIMS
11245 Anderson St.,  Suite 200
Loma Linda, CA 92354 

Please make the check out to “AIMS” and write 
“AIMS—Zambia Ophthalmology” on the memo line. 
You may cut this section off at the dotted line and 
include it with your check.

You may also donate online at: www.llusmaa.org.

Janie Yoo performs a 20- to 30-minute surgery to restore 
sight to a patient at Lusaka Eye Hospital in 2013.

The combination ... leads to a situation where eye 
care institutions are helpless without extra support—
financially, managerially, and in terms of human 
resource development. 

Finally, major upgrades in equipment and 
infrastructure have not been made, causing the 
once-modern facility to fall behind in its status as a 
leading, advanced eye care center. 

Lusaka Eye Hospital. It was a wonder in Lusaka: a 42-bed hospital brought to life out of a void in eye 
care in the country of Zambia, in southern Africa. It was the product of the local Seventh-day Adventist 
church, which partnered with three non-governmental organizations (NGOs)—Operation Eyesight 
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Double Diamond Perpetual
Anton N. Hasso ’67
Mark E. Reeves ’92
Shane K. Williams ’02

Diamond Perpetual
Mickey N. Ask ’79-A
Gary L. Baker ’83
Roy V. Berglund ’54
Blaine A. Fowler ’77-A
Glenn D. Garbutt ’66
Takkin Lo ’86
Robert D. Mitchell ’47
Elwyn L. Rexinger ’68
Elmar P. Sakala ’73-B
Stephen J. Skahen ’80-A
David G. Small ’62
David E. Stabel ’70
Prasert Basil Vassantachart ’79-B
George J. Wiesseman ’47

Platinum Perpetual
Donald Eugene Adams ’97
Andrew P. Chen ’90
David Hugh Creamer ’04
Gregory D. Dietrich ’92
John Elloway ’64
Wayne S. Friestad ’75
Edwin H. Krick ’61
Lawrence D. Longo ’54
Roland E. Lonser ’67
Virgil J. Nielsen ’80-A
Clifford Lee Parmley ’76-B
Peggy Patchett ’87
Clifton D. Reeves ’60
Nicholas E. Reiber ’79-A
Dennis D. Reinke ’79-A
Marlowe H. Schaffner ’46
Jess S. Simmons ’63
Debra L. Stottlemyer ’86
Victor A. Wallenkampf ’76-A
Michael H. Walter ’73-B
Clifford A. Walters ’74
Ernest S. Zane ’56

Gold Perpetual
Paul W. Anderson ’55
Gary R. Barker ’80-B
Robert Barker ’78-B
Jeffrey D. Cao ’71
Donna L. Carlson ’69
Angelina P. Y. Cheng ’96
George J. Cheng ’87
Caleb Perry Chu ’85
Paul Y. Chung ’91
Donald C. Fahrbach ’55
Robert E. Goyne ’56
Richard H. Guth ’73-B
Thomas E. Hamilton ’73-A
Steven W. Hildebrand ’80-A
Robert L. Horner ’53-A
John N. Klim ’84
Alfred F. K. Lui ’72
Alan L. Luk ’84
Emily K. Luk ’80-A
Barbara Chase McKinney ’88
J. Mark McKinney ’87
Scott C. Nelson ’96
Michael J. Odell ’64
Dan H. Rich ’73-A
Samuel A. Silao ’87
Charles A. Sims ’60
Ruth Swan Stanhiser ’75
Marilene Beth Wang ’86
Stephen Kenton Waterbrook ’04
Annie L. Wong ’75
Morton M. Woolley ’51
David E. Zinke ’73-A

Silver Perpetual
Nirmala R. Abraham ’98
Wanda Jeanette Abreu Antes ’01
Joilo C. Barbosa ’93
Mark J. Bolton ’94
Deborah Michelle Carritte ’86
Clement K. Chan ’80-A
James R. Dexter ’74
James L. Edwards ’73-A
James A. Engelhart ’84

Paul H. Eun ’83
Rolanda R. Everett ’92
Frederick I. Field ’80-A
Teresa R. Graham ’90
Perry A. Haugen ’88
John Michael Hay ’75
Cherrie Ann Heinrich ’01
Brent W. Hildebrand ’80-B
Joyce L. Hoatson ’80-B
Kenneth Garth Huston ’80-B
Dwight W. Johnson ’56
Ashton A. Kaidi ’91
Gideon G. Lewis ’75
Mark A. Mashburn ’81
Donald R. Massee ’86
George T. Matsuda ’88
Heather R. McKenzie ’05
David C. Miller ’84
James Philip Miller ’00
Lovera Wolf Miller ’77-A
Gina Jervey Mohr ’96
Lance R. Mohr ’96
James D. Neal ’97
Monica M. Neumann ’74
Kerby C. Oberg ’91
David H. Panossian ’89
Richard H. Pwaul ’60
Zachary J. Paul ’15
Samuel S. Paw ’82
Michelle E. Reeves ’86
Winston H. Richards ’74
Jeanett Rose Rylander ’04
Esther Madiedo Sewell ’75
David J. Shields ’88
Sondra E. Shields ’89
Robert T. Smith ’81
Naveenraj L. Solomon ’03
Timothy J. Szutz ’93-aff
Alan Blair Thomas ’95
Tamara L. Thomas ’87
David C. Ward ’08
Sabrina C. Ward ’08
Keith L. Wilkens ’82
Judy M. Wong ’81

Vivien C. Wong ’84
Roger Dean Woodruff ’81
Richard I. Woods ’78-A
Roland C. Zimmermann ’66

Silver Memorial Perpetual 
+George Knapp Abbott ’1903-AMMC
+Olov A. Blomquist ’37
+Fred E. Bradford ’32
+Alton D. Butterfield ’17
+Daniel Delos Comstock ’1906-AMMC
+Delos Comstock ’32
+Cyril B. Courville ’25
+Samuel A. Crooks ’27
+Harrison S. Evans ’36
+Merle F. Godfrey ’32
+Donald E. Griggs ’24
+Wilton L. Halverson ’29
+Hatsuji James Hara ’18
+Roscoe M. Hippach ’23
+Harold J. Hoxie ’33
+Jacob Janzen ’31
+Eugene J. Joergenson ’32
+Florence Armstrong Keller ’1900-AMMC
+Samuel W. Kime ’25
+Forrest E. Leffingwell ’33
+Christopher A. Mason ’32
+Jack W. Provonsha ’53-A
+Edward Henry Risley ’1904-AMMC
+Iner S. Ritchie ’15
+Wells Allen Ruble ’1906-AMMC
+Laurence A. Senseman ’37
+Alfred Quimby Shryock ’1899-AMMC
+Clarence E. Stafford ’32
+Ralph J. Thompson ’22
+Philip J. Vogel ’34
+Harold M. Walton ’28
+Floyd L. Wergeland ’32
+Thomas I. Zirkle ’28

Perpetual Members
New or Upgraded Memberships Between January 1, 2011 – December 31, 2014
We want to extend a very special thank you to the alumni listed below who have invested in the Alumni Association through 
perpetual memberships over the past four years. Several individuals have upgraded their level of membership more than once 
during this period and only appear at their current level. One hundred percent of perpetual membership monies goes to fund 
our endowment, the income from which supports operations and special projects benefitting alumni and students. We also 
want to thank our previously established perpetual members as well as those who have made donations to support the Alumni 
Association.

Alumni News
• Gillian L. Seton ’08 and James E. Appel ’00 were 

featured presenters at the Global Health Conference 
vespers last October. They shared recent experiences 
from working at Cooper SDA Hospital in Monrovia, 
Liberia, during the height of the Ebola crisis.

• James H. Hermann ’72, retired emergency room 
doctor, shared his $20,000 collection of Greek 
replica armor for display at the Lincoln Cultural 
Center in Lincolnton, North Carolina. (The 
Charlotte Observer) 

• Ellsworth E. Wareham ’42, noted heart surgeon 
and co-founder of LLU’s Overseas Heart Surgery 
Team, turned 100 last October. The heart team was 
featured at a 50th anniversary vespers service in 
their honor and the School of Medicine coordinated 
a special birthday celebration for Dr. Wareham. See 
page 6 for Dr. Hadley’s own stories of Dr. Wareham.

• Wayne C. Amendt ’76-B was recognized as the 
Outstanding Physician of fall quarter 2014 by the 
Holzer health care system in Ohio where he is an 
orthopedic surgeon. (The Jackson County Times-
Journal)

• J. Mark McKinney ’87, culminated a year of 
service as president of the Association of Program 
Directors in Radiology (APDR) at the Association’s 
annual meeting in Baltimore, Maryland, last spring. 
The APDR is an organization of residency and 
fellowship program directors and coordinators with 
the common goal of optimizing the educational 
experience of radiology trainees. 

• Dietmar J. Grentz ’83 was the Ionia Sentinel-
Standard’s Person of the Week last November and 
was welcomed by Carson Health of Carson City, 
Michigan, as one of their new physicians in the 
Carson City Family Care Center. (Ionia Sentinel-
Standard)

• Michael N. Wood ’80-B, was welcomed by Southside 
Surgical Specialists, in Petersburg, Virginia, as the 
medical director and lead cardiothoracic surgeon 
for the Center for Heart and Vascular Care. (The 
Progress-Index)

• Loree K. Sutton ’85 began her new duties as the New 
York City Commissioner of Veteran’s Affairs under 
the leadership of Mayor Bill de Blasio in September. 

• [James] Courtney French ’02, an ENT specialist, 
was a guest on the podcast Top Docs Radio talking 
about diagnostic innovations in treating chronic 
sinusitis.

• Last May, Brent L. Wood ’90 gave the keynote 
2014 Berend Houwen Lecture at the International 
Hematology Conference at the Haag in the 
Netherlands. He also received a Lifetime 
Service Award for contributions to international 
hematology, primarily related to the diagnoses 
of blood-borne cancers. In the past several years 
he has been invited to many countries to speak 
and train in his field of expertise. Dr. Wood is a 
professor of laboratory medicine and pathology, 
director of the Hematopathology Laboratory at the 
University of Washington, and medical director of 
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance Laboratories.

• H. Roger Hadley ’74, Raymond Herber ’57, Ricardo 
L. Peverini ’84, and M. Danny Wongworawat ’96 
were co-recipients of the Dev A. GnanaDev 
Membership Award this past December at the 
143rd California Medical Association Annual 
Session. The award is presented to CMA members 
who have “demonstrated a special or unique effort 
resulting in membership growth in their local 
area” during that year.

• In December, William O. Voelker ’77-A was honored 
with the 2014 Physician Legacy Award by Enloe 
Medical Center in Chico, California, where he 
had served as chair of the Emergency Department 
for the past 12 years. He retired from emergency 
medicine the same day he received the award. His 
co-worker, Dr. Jeff Lobosky, a neurosurgeon, was 
also an awardee. For 30 years the pair had worked 
together on emergency cases at Enloe, and it’s one 
of the few times the award has been given to dual 
honorees. (Chico News & Review)

Ellsworth E. Wareham ’42 brings guests to tears of laughter at his 100th 
birthday celebration last October hosted by the School of Medicine.
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“old-fashioned kind of doctor” who took 
time with his patients and got to know 
them, whenever they needed him. He 
was an Alumni Association Honored 
Alumnus in 2013. 

Dr. Duncan is survived by his wife 
Marie; his four children Raymond, 
Richard, Robert, and Mona; as well as his 
three grandchildren. 
(Adapted from the Independent Coast 
Observer, courtesy of Marie Duncan)

William Lewis Hebard 
'55 was born July 25, 
1929 in Nuzvid, India, 
and passed to peaceful 
sleep after a short 
illness on March 15, 
2014, in the Simi Valley 
Seventh-day Adventist 
Hospital at the age of 84. 

After birth in India, he lived with 
his missionary surgeon father, Harold 
George Hebard ’29, and mother Etta 
(Squire), in India and then in Penang, 
Malaysia. Following medical school, Dr. 
Hebard practiced general surgery with 
the U.S. Air Force in Morocco and then 
with his father in Long Beach, California. 

In 1963, he accepted a call to return 
to Penang and served one term as a 
missionary surgeon becoming the second 
generation Dr. Hebard to serve in Penang. 
After finishing a radiology residency in 
Portland, Oregon, in 1968, he moved 
to Simi Valley, California. He practiced 
radiology at the Simi Seventh-day 
Adventist Hospital and, later in life, as 
a locums tenens physician all over the 
Western United States. He gradually 
retired soon after 2000.

He lived to watch his son James 
Hebard ’87 become the third generation 
“Dr. Hebard” to serve in Penang. He 
attended his 59th medical school class 
reunion in Loma Linda one week before 
his death, and the day prior, celebrated his 
57th wedding anniversary with his wife, 
Genna Lee. He is survived by his wife; his 
three children James, Ronald Hebard ’85, 
and Cindy Saca; and nine grandchildren. 
(Courtesy of Ron Hebard)

1940s
Edwin W. Amyes '44-A died of natural 
causes at his home in Corona del Mar on 
September 10, 2014, at the age of 93. He 
was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and 
graduated from Pacific Union College 
in 1941. After earning his MD with 
residencies in neurology and psychiatry 
he joined the U.S. Army, becoming the 
Chief Operating Officer of the Psychiatry 
and Neurology Unit. 

Dr. Amyes held many positions at 
various hospitals throughout his career, 

Alumni Remembered
If you would like to notify us of an alumnus who has passed, please go to www.llusmaa.org/inmemoriam and complete the notification 
form there. If you prefer to email, call, or mail us, please refer to the contact information listed on page 1. (Include your own contact 
information, plus biographical information or an obituary, and a hi-res portrait head shot if possible.)

including Chief Resident of neurology at 
White Memorial Hospital and Assistant 
Professor of Neurological Surgeons at 
LLU. In 1980, he received the Exceptional 
and Distinguished Service Award 
from the Congress of Neurological 
Surgeons for founding the Council of 
State Neurosurgical Societies (CSNS), 
sponsoring nearly 40 new state societies, 
and spearheading the actions that led 
to the formation of a physician-owned 
medical liability insurance company. In 
2008, he was presented with the CSNS 

He was known to have a brilliant mind, 
graduating in the top 10 percent of his 
medical school class and placing first in 
anatomy in his national board exam. He 
practiced family medicine in San Diego 
and later in Cleveland, Tennessee. 

Dr. Aldrich held many interests during 
his lifetime, including photography, 
gardening, fishing, running, traveling, 
and learning new languages. He was 
a lifelong supporter of the American 
Cancer Society, the American Medical 
Association, and the Cleveland YMCA 
among others. 

Dr. Aldrich was married to his wife 
Betty (deceased) for over 50 years. He is 
survived by his children William Aldrich 
Jr. ’74, Nancy Brupbacher, Sylvia Aldrich, 
Jeanne Higgins, and John Aldrich (his 
infant son preceded him), and several 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
who will all miss him greatly.
(Adapted from Ralph Buckner Funeral 
Home & Crematory)

1950s
Gail Victor Anderson 
'53-B was born in 
Pensacola, Florida, on 
October 3, 1925, and 
died of complications 
from pneumonia in 
Pasadena, California, 
on September 6, 2014. During WWII 
he served in the Navy before college 
and medical school. He became director 
of the OB-GYN service at Los Angeles 
County General Hospital (LAC) in 1958.

In time, Dr. Anderson became a 
professor and acting chair of the OB-GYN 
department at the University of Southern 
California (USC), later becoming the 
first chairman of the newly created 
emergency medicine training program in 
1971. Five years later he helped form the 
American Board of Emergency Medicine, 
serving as its president from 1987-1988. 
Emergency medicine was designated as 
an independent freestanding specialty the 
following year, of which he was proud. In 
1996, he was presented the James D. Mills 

Award for Outstanding Contribution to 
Emergency Medicine by the American 
College of Emergency Physicians. At his 
retirement, the emergency department at 
LAC+USC was renamed after him.

Always active physically and within 
his community, Dr. Anderson was 
everything from a champion Navy boxer 
to local school board president. He was 
an Alumni Association Alumnus of the 
Year in 2003. Surviving him are his wife 
Alice; his sons Gail Jr., David, Jerrold, 
Walter, and Mark and their children; his 
brother Donald; and many nieces and 
nephews.
(Adapted from the Los Angeles Times) 

  
Wayne Austin '53-B was born in 
Bellingham, Washington, on March 5, 
1927, and died in Bellingham on March 
28, 2014. For 60 years he served as a 
family practice physician and beloved 
member of that community.

Dr. Austin attended SDA schools: 
first Auburn Academy, then Walla Walla 
College (now University), and finally LLU. 
He was passionate about sharing God’s 
love with those around him, especially 
his patients, which he considered his 
mission field. He also enjoyed sailing, 
skiing, cycling, photography, music, and 
much more. He is survived by his wife 
Ann; his three children, Greg, Jill, and 
Jana; and many nieces, nephews, and 
grandchildren. 
(Adapted from the Bellingham Herald)

Richard Duncan '53-B was born in 
Portland, Oregon, on June 29, 1920, and 
died a few weeks before his 94th birthday 
on June 8, 2014, in Gualala, California. 
Before studying at Pacific Union College, 
he served in the U.S. Army Air Corp 
from 1941-1945 as a medic, caring for 
the wounded at Omaha Beach on D-Day. 

After earning his medical degree, “Dr. 
D” served several tours in the U.S. Navy 
Reserves until retiring as a Captain in 
1984. He practiced in Corona, California, 
for 35 years and continued to use his 
skills in various capacities throughout 
retirement. He was described as an 

Robert Lee 
Marsh ‘44-B—a 
surgeon, leader, 
singer, and 
a c c o m p l i s h e d 
world traveler—
passed away on 
August 21, 2014, at the Glendale 
Adventist Medical Center in 
Glendale, California. He was 94.

Dr. Marsh was born on July 25, 
1920, in Lincoln, Nebraska, to Lee 
R. and Edna Mae (Serns) Marsh. 
Demonstrating an early aptitude for 
learning and leadership, he graduated 
from Glendale Union Academy in 
1937 as class president and then 
attended Glendale City College for 
two years before returning to Lincoln 
where he graduated from Union 
College in 1940. Following college, 
he went on to medical school at Loma 
Linda University and graduated in 
1943 (Class of ’44-B). 

After completing his medical 
internship, Dr. Marsh was shipped 
off by the U.S. Air Force to serve in 
WWII as the ranking flight surgeon 

at the field hospital in Neubiberg, 
Munich, Germany. Upon his return, 
he finished his surgical training at 
the Veterans, Children’s, and UCLA 
hospitals, became a fellow of the 
American College of Surgeons, and 
set up practice in Glendale, where he 
practiced for 37 years. He held chief 
of staff positions at Behrens Hospital 
(later to become Verdugo Hills 
Hospital) and the Glendale Adventist 
Medical Center, where he founded 
and led the ethics committee.

Robert married Marguerite 
Strahle at the Glendale City Church 
in 1948. With Marguerite at his side 
the learning intensified, as he would 
say—and they spent 66 years traveling 
the world, singing together, and 
achieving personal goals in tandem. 
Robert is survived by Marguerite 
Marsh in Pasadena, California; his 
son Christopher Lee Marsh ’80-A 
and wife Pique, La Jolla, California; 
his daughter Victoria Tapper and 
husband Travers, Simpsonville, 
South Carolina; and granddaughters 
Meghan Marsh King and husband 

Alex, San Francisco, California, 
and Heather Thompson and her 
daughters Kekayla and Kalea, Forrest 
Falls, California. 

Robert was well known for singing 
(choir, weddings, opera), his love of 
tennis and skiing, multiple medical 
missionary trips, and worldwide 
travel to over 20 countries. Whether 
traveling abroad or at the helm of 
a meeting he was always dapperly 
dressed, persistent in his quest to 
cultivate both the courtly and the 
academic. He served as chairman 
for the Glendale Academy school 
board and Glendale City Seventh-day 
Adventist Church administrative 
board, and president of the Alumni 
Association of the School of Medicine 
of Loma Linda University from 
1977-1978. He was also an Honored 
Alumnus in 2009. Until his last days 
he was writing to publish, sharing 
experiences with friends, and if one 
was lucky—spontaneously erupting 
into song. 
(Courtesy of Christopher Marsh)

Leibrock Lifetime Achievement Award. 
Dr. Amyes enjoyed reading, 

researching, and writing, and his 
influence is far reaching. He is survived 
by his wife, Louise, and his two children, 
Nina and Christopher.
(Adapted from the Los Angeles Times)

William Thomas Aldrich ’47 was born 
on July 22, 1922, in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
and died in Chattanooga, Tennessee, on 
September 15, 2014, of a terminal illness. 

(continued on page 45)
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`
WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?

“I’ve just graduated from medical school, and I have so much debt!”
“We want to buy a home and start a family.”
  “My child starts college in four years.”
 “I want to retire soon.”

For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP, 
has been helping Loma Linda University 
School of  Medicine alumni pursue their 
goals and dreams through solid financial 
planning. Eddie Ngo helps clients with:
•	 Strategies to build a strong and 

diverse financial portfolio
•	 Advice on pension planning, tax 

planning and insurance needs
•	 Financial plans to guide you through 

every stage of  life from birth to 
retirement

EDDIE NGO
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER

`
222 East Olive Avenue, Suite 2
Redlands, CA 92373
909.307.1760
eddie.ngo@natplan.com

Securities and advisory services 
offered through National Planning 
Corporation.
Member FINRA/SIPC & a registered
Investment advisor.

It’s never too late to plan for the future. It’s never too early 
to plan for your dreams.

Eddie Ngo Ad.indd   1 11/17/2014   3:01:44 PM

“Confessions of  a Christian Physician” by Raymond O. West, M.D., Loma Linda 
School of  Medicine alumnus and physician for over 60 years, is full of  patient 

related drama, pathos, and some fun. 

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON, EBOOKS, KINDLE, NOOK, 
OR BY CALLING XULON PUBLISHING AT 866-909-2665

Dr. West Ad.indd   1 11/13/2014   10:35:32 AM

DERMATOLOGY RESIDENCY 
RURAL TRACK POSITION 
We are looking for applicants for an 
ACGME-accredited dermatology 
residency slot. The person would complete 
the first two years of the residency at Loma 
Linda University and the third year would 
be at a rural site. For more information 
email Cindi Morrill at cmorill@llu.edu.

FAMILY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN 
POSITION
To join a Christian (SDA) private 
practice group in Southern California 
(approximately 25 miles from Loma 
Linda and Palm Springs). Seeking a 
Physician with a vision for evangelism 
and ministry in their practice. Practice 
serves all ages and demographics, 
growing patient population, on-site 
x-ray services, extended hours, electronic 
medical records, and immediate growth 
opportunities. Mountains, beaches, and 
desert all within 1.5 hours. Local churches 
and schools nearby. Position offers a 

competitive salary guarantee, production 
incentive, benefits, ownership track, 
with professional growth and leadership 
potential. Contact Erik Lloyd at 909-240-
7199 or email RanchoPaseo@yahoo.com. 
Position Link: 
www.ranchopaseo.com/
physicianpositions

ADVENTIST HEALTH—WEST 
COAST
Adventist Health is committed to 
sharing God’s love by providing physical, 
mental, and spiritual healing. As a 
faith-based, not-for-profit health care 
system, this mission is shared by each 
of our 19 hospitals, and over 150 clinics 
and outpatient facilities in California, 
Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. For 
more information regarding our current 
opportunities, contact Ryan Rasmusson, 
Director of Physician Recruitment at 
800-847-9840, phyjobs@ah.org, or visit 
www.physiciancareers.ah.org. Residents 
and Fellows – Adventist Health’s 

AdvanceMD program is all about you. 
With AdvanceMD, you get paid up to 
two years before you complete your 
training. For more information, visit  
www.advanceMDprogram.com. 

DIGNITY HEALTH—CALIFORNIA
Sacramento and Surrounding 
Communities—Seeking BC/BE 
physicians interested in opportunities 
with established practices in the 
following specialties: Family Medicine, 
Internal Medicine, Gastroenterology, 
Orthopedics-General and Spine, General 
Surgery/Bariatrics, Ob/Gyn, and Neuro-
Surgery. Dignity Health, headquartered 
in San Francisco, offers compassionate 
health care in more than 40 hospitals, 
throughout our organization. The 
Sacramento area offers a lower cost of 
living, wonderful year-round climate, and 
a variety of top-rated schools. Call Elaine 
Herrenschmidt at 916-851-2525 (office); 
916-601-3556 (cell). 
www.dignityhealth.org/physician-careers 

1960s
Ivan Leon Reeve '61 was born in Wilson 
County, Kansas, on September 2, 1930, 
and died on January 7, 2014. Growing 
up with humble means, he hitchhiked 
his way to Oregon where he worked his 
way through high school before joining 
and serving in the U.S. Navy from 
1949-1953. During this time, he met 
Elizabeth, to whom he was married for 
more than 63 years and with whom he 
had five children.

Following medical school, Dr. Reeve 
practiced family medicine in Marysville 
and Yuba City, California, then Pasadena 
for more than 20 years, and then San 
Dimas, before accepting a position at the  
Faculty Medical Offices at LLU. He was 
a member of the American Academy of 
Family Practice and California Academy 
of Family Physicians, and held different 
teaching positions over time as well.

He enjoyed working with the young 
people in Pathfinders, and some of his 
passions outside medicine included 
science and history, ham radio, and 
electronics. He is survived by his wife; his 
children Linda, Patti, David, and Robert 
(Randall preceded him); and his many 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
(Adapted from materials courtesy of 
Elizabeth Reeve)

Charles Alan Blake '63 was born in 
Maple Plain, Minnesota, on June 16, 
1932, and died at his home in East 
Ridge, Tennessee, on August 5, 2014. 
He attended Maplewood Academy and 
later graduated from LLU, after which he 
became an anesthesiologist in Rapid City, 
South Dakota. 

In 1975, he moved to Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, where he worked at Erlanger 
Medical Center and was Assistant Clinical 
Professor for the School of Respiratory 
Therapy and the School of Nurse 
Anesthesia at the University of Tennessee, 
Chattanooga. A member of many 
medical associations, Dr. Blake served 
as president of the Tennessee Society of 
Anesthesiologists and delegate to the 
American Society of Anesthesiologists. 

In 2013, he was awarded the Joslin 
Certificate of Achievement for living with 
diabetes for more than 50 years.

Dr. Blake is survived by his wife 
Connie; his four daughters Anne Case, 
Susan Kramer, Lorin Jurgensen, and Ruth 
Badgley; as well as many grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren.
(Courtesy of Connie Blake)

Donald Miller '64 was born on September 
2, 1933, in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, 
and died on October 31, 2014, in Colton, 
California. He was 81 years old and had 
practiced medicine for more than 50 years.

Dr. Miller graduated from Andrews 
University in 1960 before earning his 
medical degree. Following an internship 
and then a neurology residency at Mayo 
Clinic, Rochester, he joined the LLU 
department of neurology. He later became 
the chief of neurology service at the Jerry 
L. Pettis Memorial Veterans Hospital, a 
position he held for 32 years. He was also 
chief of the neurology section at LLU 
from 1981-1988. After retiring in 2009, 
he was appointed emeritus professor of 
neurology at the University.

A member of several medical 
organizations such as the California 
Medical Association, Dr. Miller was 
also a fellow of the American Academy 
of Neurology, the American College of 
Physicians, and the American Heart 
Association. He was known as an 
excellent clinician who had a good sense 
of humor and was full of wisdom to 
share. 

Dr. Miller is survived by his wife 
Penny (they celebrated 53 years of 
marriage), his two daughters Shelly and 
Sherry, and four grandchildren. He will 
be greatly missed by all.
(Courtesy of LLU School of Medicine)

1970s
Michael Lloyd Carrick ’72 was born on 
December 9, 1945, in Fowler, California, 
and died on July 31, 2014. He grew up near 
Fresno, California, and graduated from 
Fresno Union Academy and then Pacific 

Union College before 
earning his medical 
degree and practicing 
family medicine in his 
community for more 
than 25 years.

He is known for 
his devotion to his loved ones and his 
passion for his work. As someone who 
cared for those with Alzheimer’s, he 
helped create California’s first assisted 
living centers for those with the disease. 
His love for life was an inspiration to 
those around him. He was a member of 
the Granite Bay SDA Church.

Dr. Carrick is survived by his wife 
Bonnie; his three children Jeffrey 
Carrick ’02, David Carrick ’13, and 
Michelle; his sister and brother-in-law 
Barbara and Richard Wagenleitner; his 
sister-in-law Kim Carrick; and many 
nieces and nephews.
(Courtesy of Bonnie Carrick)

Wisam Haddad '79-B was born on 
March 4, 1954, in Amman, Jordan, and 
died peacefully on August 11, 2014, 
in Riverside, California. He practiced 
surgery at Riverside General Hospital, 
Redlands Community Hospital, and 
Beaver Medical Clinic, where he served 
as chief of surgery. He also taught at 
Loma Linda University.

While Dr. Haddad was named 
among the nation’s top doctors by U.S. 
News & World Report, he always was 
a family man, spending much of his 
time with his wife, Roxanne, and their 
three girls at the home the couple built 
and lived in for 27 years. He enjoyed 
planning vacations for his family, 
tending to his citrus and flower beds, 
editing home videos, playing in the 
pool with his grandchildren, and walks 
with Roxanne. 

Wisam means “medal of honor” 
in Arabic, which is what he was as an 
anchor for his family. He is survived by 
his wife; his daughters Angie, Laila, and 
Laura; and his grandchildren, who will  
all miss him greatly. 
(Adapted from The Press-Enterprise)
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Dr. Evard spent his childhood in Collonges, France, 
and the island of Mauritius where his parents were 

missionaries. He met his wife, Janene, while studying in 
the U.S. at Union College, in Lincoln, Nebraska, before 
attending Loma Linda University. After earning his 
medical degree, he went on to practice otolaryngology 
for many years in Oklahoma before retiring in 2006 
after 40 years of practice. He and his wife now spend 
their time visiting their children and relatives all around 
the world.

Among your friends and family, what are you 
famous for?
Among friends and family I have the reputation of 
being a worldwide traveler, which is only partly true. 
Nonetheless, I am frequently asked, “Do you have a 
plane ticket yet? Or, “Where are you going next?” For 
several years, I have developed an interest in watercolors 
and aquarelle. I am very pleased that they seem popular 
among my friends and family and adorn the walls of 
their homes.

What is your best memory from medical school?
It came from a totally unexpected quarter. During my 
senior year, as I was finishing my rotation on the pediatric 
service, Hertha Ehlers ’34 told me, quite unexpectedly, 
“Dr. Evard, we were very glad to have you on our service. 
You have done a very good job.” The memory of this 
incident turned out to be a source of encouragement 
later on during my subsequent training when I felt very 
discouraged and tired.

What has been the most meaningful experience in 
your medical career?
A sort of epiphany occurred to me when I had been 
in practice for quite some time. I came to realize that 
medicine was much more of an art than a science. Science 
was only one of its tools. A most valuable tool perhaps, 
but a tool. I was then allowed to focus much more on the 
patient as a person rather than a problem to be solved. 

If you were to have worked in a field outside of 
medicine, what would it have been and why?
Over time, I have developed so many interests that 
I should have just as hard a time choosing a new field 
of study as I did at the beginning. Under consideration 
would be art and history. But archeology and astronomy 
would also be considered.

If you could learn to do something new or better, what 
would it be?
At one point, after I started my practice, I picked up my 
violin again. I played for many years with my teacher, 
forever striving to sound better and better. Somehow, the 
goal was never attained.

What is the best advice you’ve ever been given?
The best advice I received came from the attorney who 
helped me with the legal side of my practice: “Nobody is 
going to take better care of your affairs than yourself. In so 
doing, you may make mistakes, but no one understands 
your aspirations, goals, and needs.” He was correct, and I 
did not regret following that advice. 

Michel Evard ’65
Retired Otolaryngologist, 
Ardmore, OK 

APC 50 Years Ago
This year’s 50th anniversary honor class at APC is the 

Class of 1965, and a glance at the March 1965 issue of 
the Alumni Journal offers a look at what APC was like 50 
years ago.

It was the 33rd APC and the largest in attendance to 
that point—2,641 during the scientific sessions. About 
300 physicians were registered for “Refresher Courses” at 
the White Memorial Medical Center. Scientific exhibits 
numbered 17 (plus six non-scientific) and there were 510 
technical exhibitors who showed visitors their products 
in 88 separate booths. 

The alumni banquet had an attendance of 850 people 
and was held in the Biltmore Bowl. It was the first 
year a student awards program was set up by Alumni 
Association members, and three LLUSM students were 
honored—including John E. Bottsford, Jr., ’65. There is 
also a picture of Robert L. Marsh ’44-B—who just passed 
away at 94 this past August (see page 44)—and his wife, 
Marguerite, singing at the banquet. 

The pictures above offer only a glimpse, of course, into 
what the 1965 APC must have been like. Do you recognize 
anyone in these photos? Do you have any memories from 
APC that year? Please contact us if you do! We’d love to 
hear from you. 

Original caption: “Mmes. Floyd K. Anderson, past 
president, CMA, and chairman, International Health 

Activities Committee, Women’s Auxiliary, AMA; George S. 
Haas, president elect, LLU Auxiliary; and Mrs. George J. 
Bower, Redding, president CMA Auxiliary.”

Original caption: “Award is admired.”

Original caption: “Physician becomes “patient” to assist 
in the continuing study of the Vectorcardiogram in 

determining the incidence of myocardial infarction in the 
physician population. Exhibit was prepared by Drs . Ronald 
H. Selvester ’51, and Robert B Pearson ’49, of the staff of 
Rancho Los Amigos.

Share your memories of past APCs with us at 
www.llusmaa.org/contact.

H I S T O R I C A L  S N A P S H O T W H A T ' S  U P ,  D O C ?
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PUC Ad

BE  
READY  
TO  
CARE.

Pediatrician Sonia Lee Ha, M.D., believes every child deserves 
excellent and compassionate healthcare. After graduating from 
PUC in 1992, she studied at Loma Linda University, UCLA, and 
UCSF. Now, Dr. Ha partners with families in her community as 
Director of Pediatrics at Clinic Ole. puc.edu/admissions
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